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The role of bladder neck preservation during radical
prostatectomy: Clinical and urodynamic study
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of Urology, San Gerardo, Hospital, Monza, Italy;
of Urology, Scientific Institute H. San Raffaele, Milan, Italy.

Aims: Bladder neck preservation has caused an increase in urinary continence following radical prostatectomy, and has given rise to much controversy. We have reviewed
our clinical and urodynamic experience collected since 1995 in patients subjected to
radical prostatectomy with bladder neck preservation.
Materials and Methods: 180 patients were followed postoperatively using a pad test,
an incontinence questionnaire and PSA dosage. In 66 early continent patients, test of maximum
urethral closing pressure, functional length and active urethral continence were carried out,
together with Valsalva leak point pressure tests and a pressure/flow study. The obtained data
were then analysed.
Results: Urinary continence was achieved in 132/180 men (73%) already two weeks after operation. Three months, six months and one year later the continence rate was 89%, 95.5% and
97.7% (176/180) respectively. As far as the urodynamic parameters of the 66 patients fully tested are concerned, all showed high results. The active urethral continence capacity exceeded 200
cm/water, and the Valsalva leak point pressure equalled or exceeded 150cm/water.
Conclusions: Following an accurate dissection of the distal urethra, bladder neck preservation
guarantees early recovery of continence, as confirmed by local urodynamic figures, and restores
functional integration of both the urethral sphincteric-smooth proximal and distal striated units.
KEY WORDS: Bladder neck preservation; Radical prostatectomy; Urinary incontinence; Urodynamic.
Submitted 24 June 2011; Accepted 30 September 2011

INTRODUCTION

In the field of radical prostatectomy, numerous changes
have been made in surgical techniques during the last
decade, which have resulted in improved post-operative
recovery times of urinary continence.
The first of these changes covered the retention of the
prostatic neurovascular bundle, and a more meticulous
urethral dissection; however, it is the reconstruction –
and more recently the preservation of the bladder
neck –, which appear to represent the most significant
factor behind more rapid and complete recovery of urinary continence.
In effect, the exact mechanism by which bladder neck
preservation causes an increase in urinary continence is
still not clear, and the same applies to the role played by
the more distal striated sphincteric component (1-3).
Studies of the anatomic and functional integrity of these
structures and their interaction following radical prostatectomy are still ongoing (4, 5).

This study reviews clinical experience and urodynamic
observations collected since 1995 with patients subjected to radical prostatectomy with bladder neck preservation, and evaluates its effects on postoperative urinary
continence and the urodynamic parameters.

MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

From February 1995 to May 2010, 692 patients diagnosed with prostatic carcinoma underwent retropubic
radical prostatectomy with bladder neck preservation.
Average patient age was 64.6 years, the range varying
from 51 to 73 years. Average pre-operative PSA was 6.2
with a range of 1.5 to 21 ng/ml. Preoperatively, after
diagnostic ascertainment by means of a transrectal ecoguided biopsy, an abdominal computerised tomography
and bone scintigraphy were performed. The operation
was carried out using some variants with respect to the
Archivio Italiano di Urologia e Andrologia 2012; 84, 1
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original technique described by Walsh (6). During
detachment of the prostate from the bladder, an electroincision was made in the demarcation point between
the bladder and the gland, which was highlighted by
palpating the balloon of a Foley catheter inflated to 10 cc
and tautened.
Following an electroincision extended by about 270o
(i.e. from one lateral peduncle to another in order to
spare the ventral area), detachment of the prostatic gland
on an anatomic plane was carried out, manually by the
surgeon.
At the end of this operation, urethra sectioning was performed by means of scissors. During this stage, particular attention should be paid to the prevention of lesions
of the prostatic capsule, or lacerations in the bladder
wall, especially in the ventral area.
Having removed the prostate-vescicular block, bladder
neck biopsies were carried out in all quadrants; 4 eversion points of urethrovesical replacement (monocryl 4/0)
preceded the urethrovesical anastomosis performed with
the aid of a Gillenwater probe and a 3/0 monocryl
suture. The catheter was removed on the 9th day. Patients
were discharged the day after catheter removal.
One hundred eighty men were available and entered into
this study, after a mean postoperative follow up of 82
months.
The follow-up of the patients monitored the degree of urinary continence achieved during the immediate post-operative period (two weeks after the operation) - then at three
months, six months and one year after the operation.
The degree of continence was assessed during the immediate post-operative period by compilation of a questionnaire, (appendix) in which patients were invited to annotate actual urine leaks, as well as the need for protective
pads. This questionnaire consisted of 6 questions, including information on the continence postoperative state.
The questionnaire had been previously validated (7).
During subsequent out-patient check-ups, in addition
to an interview with all the patients, a ICS (International
Continence Society) one-hour Pad test (8) was also carried out.
Furthermore we have considered the patients who have
undergone to urodynamic studies . In fact in early years
of our retropubic radical prostatectomy with bladder
neck preservation experience, we submitted patients to
urodynamic evaluation in order to understand the causes of possible postoperative incontinence and to begin as
soon as possible the correct therapy, drugs and/or
biofeedback training. In consideration of high number
continent patients obtained with this technique during
the time, we have discontinued urodynamic procedures.
We analysed retrospectively urodynamic data and selected 66 patients who were continent in the immediate
postoperative period in order to assess the so called
“residual urethral continence area”. We chose only the ones
with complete urethra-vesical functional examination,
for having an optimally homogeneous group in order to
understand why they were quickly continent following
this type of surgical approach.
The urodynamic studies have been done three to six
months after the operation, and consisted of static
Urethral Pressure Profile (UPP) and dynamic Urethral
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Pressure Profile together with a Valsalva Leak Point pressure test (VLPP).
Following complete urodynamic assessment in all 66
patients a uroflowmetry (UFG) and a Pressure/Flow
study (P/Q) was performed to prevent coexisting detrusor contractile alterations and/or urethral cervix cicatricial obstructions. Pelvic floor activity was monitored by
electromyography surface electrodes.
The Urethral Pressure Profile was studied by assessing
maximum urethral closing pressure (MUCP) and functional profile length (LF).
The dynamic Urethral Pressure Profile was performed in
order to assess the contractile capacity of the striated
sphincteric component, i.e. active urethral continence
capacity (AUC). After the patient’s bladder had been
filled with at least 150 ml of physiological solution he
was asked to contract his pelvic floor voluntarily (urethral and anal sphincter contraction), as if to repress or
contain micturition stimulation. Increase was then registered in terms of maximum urethral closure pressure
during performance of the urethral pressure profile itself
(reference value 200 cm/water) (9). We used the Valsalva
Leak Point pressure test because it is the urodynamic
parameter that best reflects the degree of proximal
sphincteric competence (bladder neck). This was carried
out after filling the bladder with 150/200 ml of physiological solution with the lowest bladder pressure at
which urine leakage was registered after the patient had
increased abdominal pressure by straining three times
following the Valsalva manoeuvre. When no leakage
occurred, the patient was asked to cough briskly, or the
bladder capacity was gradually increased by introducing
50 ml at a time until leakage occurred, or until maximum cystomanometric capacity was achieved. In cases
where no leakage occurred with the bladder filled to a
maximum, the transurethral catheter was removed and
the examination was continued by registering only
abdominal pressure (10).
With regard to urodynamic nomenclature in terms of
detrusor activity, compliance and detrusor contractility the
widely used guidelines of the I.C.S. were employed (8).
In terms of interpretation of the Pressure/Flow study, we
used Schafer’s nomogram (11) and, for Valsalva Leak
Point pressure, we referred to the parameters delineated
by McGuire EJ (10).
Those patients who were completely dry or only subject
to a sporadic leakage of drops of urine due to micturition
urgency, or on straining or coughing , were defined as
continent. Furthermore, these patients did not require
constant pad protection and had to demonstrate a Pad
test weight of zero, or at least less than 5 gr. Urodynamic
results were expressed as mean (SD). Intra-group differences were compared by one way analysis of variance
(ANOVA). A probability less than 0.05 was accepted as
significant.

RESULTS

With the exception of 3 cases complicated by pulmonary
microembolism (treated by medical therapy), wound
infection, and pneumonia, all patients were discharged
10-11 days after the operation. Following an anamnestic

Prostatectomy with bladder neck preservation

Table 1.
Times to continence recovery after radical retropubic prostatectomy with bladder neck preservation.
Two weeks
(no/pad)

Three months
(no/pad)

Six months
(no/pad)

Twelve months
(no/pad)

73%

89%

95.5%

97.7%

Continence recovery

assessment conducted two weeks after the operation,
132 out of the 180 patients, (73%), were continent.
In effect, 43 out of these 132 patients (32.4%) had noted
on their questionnaire urine leakage episodes of a few
drops due to straining , coughing or micturition urgency,
but not one of the 132 patients had required protective
pads. With the remaining 48 patients (27%), one small
pad per day was necessary. Three months after the operation 89% (160/180) did not required protective pads.
However, 17.5% out of these 160 patients noted the sporadic leakage of a few drops especially after strenuous
activities. Eighteen patients (11%) still had urgency micturition. After six months, 95.5% (172/180) were continent. Objective assessment using the Pad test confirmed
this data in that only 8 patients showed weight values
higher than 5 gr.; in particular, one patient had an 8 gr.
Pad test, two 15 gr., four 10 gr. and the last 12 gr.
One year later, only four patients complained of slight
incontinence during physical activities. This was kept in
check by one pad a day (continence rate after one year
97,7%-176/180 patients) (Table 1).
From a urodynamic point of view, as regards the 66
patients with bladder neck preservation the following
was observed at three and six month post-operational
intervals (Table 2).
As is known, in patients with significant immediate post-

operative incontinence, the UPP is noticeably flattened,
with the maximum urethral pressure peak being difficult
to identify. In patients with bladder neck preservation,
despite variable UPP results, a maximum urethral pressure
peak has always been identifiable. The MUCP encountered in 66 continent patients, with bladder neck preservation, urodynamically evaluated after 3 months ranged
from a minimum of 65 to a maximum of 113 cm/water
(average 78 cm/water). Even the LF proved to be always
greater: average LF was 44 mm (range 30-52 mm).
The MUCP and LF values did not significantly change
after six months.
Registration during dynamic Urethral Pressure Profile of
AUC showed in all patients higher than the reference
value, also greater than 200 cm/water.
All showed VLPP equal to, or higher than, 150 cm/water.
During the P/Q study, we observed the presence of a
normal maximum cystometric capacity associated with
sensitive urgency in 15 (23%) patients, with 2 (3%)
showing detrusor hyperactive. The latter was noticeable
following average bladder filling, with involuntary phasic contractions of 19 cm/water which did not cause
urine leakage. However, in these patients, too, detrusor
compliance never appeared to be pathological at value
above 4 cm water per 100/ml. Of these 15 patients with
sensitive, urgency only 2 complained of slight urine leak-

Table 2.
Average urethral bladder and voiding urodynamics parameters in 66 patients subjected to radical prostatectomy
with bladder neck preservation, who were continent in the immediate post operative period (average value).
After 3 months
(no/pad)

After 6 months
(no/pad)

78 cm/H20

82 cm/H20

44 mm

44 mm

3. AUC

200 cm/H20

200 cm/H20

4. VLPP

150 cm/H20

150 cm/H20

5. Max. cystometric bladder capacity

414 ml

450 ml

6. Bladder capacity at first mict. desire

247 ml

238 ml

2

0

8. Detrusor compliance

34 ml/cm/w

30ml/cm/w

9. Detrusor pressure at max. peak flow

28 cm/H20

36 cm/H20

10. Maximum free flow rate

31 ml/sec

26 ml/sec

0 ml

0 ml

1. MUCP
2. LF

7. N° patients showing detrusor hyperactive

11. Residual urine

MUCP: Maximum urethral closure pressure; LF: urethral profile functional length; AUC: active urethral continence; VLPP: Valsalva leak-point pressure.
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age due to stress and used one pad per day. Repetition of
the P/Q test after an additional 3 months showed a sensitive urgency persistence in only 3 patients (4.5%), and
no detrusor hyperactivity in any other case. Following a
Schafer’s nomogram, 4 (2,2%) patient showed micturition obstruction for stenosis of vesicourethral anastomosis. During free uroflow, the maximum flow value ranged
from 11 to 45 ml/sec.

DISCUSSION

At present, bladder neck preservation appears to be one
of the surgical approaches offering the best possibility of
a high and rapid recovery of the urinary continence following radical prostatectomy. Klein has reported 83%,
Braslis 81%, and Mearini 92.6% (12-14).
The retrospective analysis conducted by our present
study serves as additional confirmation of the above.
Whilst in other studies the first evaluation of results in
terms of continence has always been carried out a few
months after surgery (1-3 months), for the first time our
data show that these advantages are verifiable in the
immediate post-operative period: 73% (132/180) of our
patients proved to be continent only two weeks after surgery. Results after three/six months were even more comforting: 89% (160/180) and 95.5 % (172/180) did not
require local use of pads. One year later, the percentage
of continent patients was 97.7 (176/180), a datum
which, in reality, is not surprising because several studies
have reported high results using other techniques
(O’Donnell 82.5%, Steiner 92%, Leandri 95% and
Kleinhans 97%) (15-18).
It follows that the salient aspect to be underlined with
bladder neck preservation is that continence recovery
tends to occur immediately, and later improvement percentage with time is lower; so that in the majority of
these patients, improvement occurs within the early
months following surgery. Without bladder neck preservation, Steiner refers to 47% of continent patients three
months after surgery (16), and according to Sasaki, a
majority of patients require at least one year in order to
recover continence completely (19). Additional important data is that in none of our patients was residual
incontinence ever high enough to represent a serious
problem for the patient. In 66 out of the 180 patients
operated on with bladder neck preservation, the data
that emerged from the functional study carried out
showed that, in effect, this technique preserves the
sphincteric proximal component, i.e. the so-called
smooth pre-prostatic sphincter necessary for passive
urine continence (20, 21).
An attempt was made to conduct a more in-depth study
of this section of the sphincteric urethra – basically represented by the bladder neck – by evaluating the specific factor parameter of the urethral pressure profile as the
functional length which in this case should act as the
expression of the continence function exercised by not
only the distal but also by the proximal sphincteric zone
which in this case corresponds to the bladder neck (22).
Following an additional assessment of these parameters,
we also measured the VLPP which, according to McGuire
EJ represents the best method of studying the intrinsic
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sphincter function (incompetent proximal urethra) (23).
In all continent patients, six months after radical prostatectomy with bladder neck preservation, in terms of the
above mentioned parameters, we always observed the
presence of values that were clearly higher than those in
patients subjected to greater bladder neck excision, thus
supporting the fundamental contribution of this structure. Furthermore, it is very important to point out that
in the urethral pressure profile of these patients a gradual progressive pressure increase is noted well before
achievement of maximum urethral pressure; whilst in
seriously incontinent patients it is well known that at
times it is possible to obtain demonstrable pressure only
on an external, striated sphincter level. Similarly, in
these continent patients, we observed that other urodynamic parameters, such as maximum urethral closure
pressure – an expression of the distal sphincteric component and active continence given by the voluntary
contractile capacity of this external striated sphincter –
show normal values, thus confirming the coexistence of
an innervatory and muscular anatomic integrity of the
membranous urethral and pelvic floor. On the other
hand, it is widely known that, where the proximal urethral sphincter has been removed, the external distal
sphincter unit – integral both in the basal tone as well as
the contractile function – is not always sufficient to prevent stress incontinence. Moreover, following radical
prostatectomy (and in spite of attempts at meticulous
dissection of the urethra) what often happens – at least
shortly after the operation – is that a weakening of the
distal sphincter structure is noted. Furthermore, at
times, many patients are incapable of voluntarily contracting the pelvic floor which a priori might be defective. Therefore, in short, it is actually thanks to bladder
neck preservation that it is possible to safeguard continence owing to the fact that, once again, as in the
healthy patient, this is guaranteed by the functional
integration of the sphincter units-proximal smooth,
intra and periurethral distal striated.
Hence, as confirmation of the presence of a wider
sphincter complex, these patients also constantly reveal
normal functional urethral lengths. Unlike other
authors – O’Donnell, Myers, etc. (15, 24) – it is our firm
conviction that bladder neck preservation plays an
important role in recovery of normal post-radical prostatectomy continence. As regards detrusor activity, meanwhile, unlike other authors (Kahn, Goluboff, Leach, etc.)
(25-27), in our study only in two cases during the 3
month Pressure/Flow analysis we registered the presence
of detrusor hyperactive owing inter alia to recurrent low
pressure - but with no indication of urinary incontinence
in any patient. These involuntary detrusor phasic contractions disappeared spontaneously at the following sixmonth check-up. In the 13 patients showing only sensitive micturitional urgency, only two revealed slight
incontinence, linked however not to urgency, but to
stress.
Consequently, even those patients subjected to radical
prostatectomy, may show signs of urge incontinence during the post-operative period. In our opinion, micturitional urgency alone does not, generally speaking, worsen the degree of continence – and, as shown by Ficazzola
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(28), it is rarely an expression of altered detrusor function but can be expression of a sclerosis of bladder neck.
Infact the 4 (2.2%) patients that presented postoperative
stenosis of vesicourethral anastomosis, showed low UFG
but micturitional urgency too. We have found that, good
urethral sphincter functioning has also played an important role in safeguarding the appearance of detrusor compliance reduction in that the bladder has always been
able to maintain a steady physiological filling and voiding rhythm, with an almost normal immediate postoperative capacity. In other cases, the evident reduction
of maximum cystometric capacity, especially just after
surgery, often characterises the onset of reduced compliance (29).
The lack of real bladder dysfunction in patients subject
to urodynamic examination at our hospital leads us to
agree with the opinion supporting the theory that this
rarely becomes an issue – or, leastways, capable of
threatening urinary continence – when the sphincter
mechanism in the proximal and distal unit functions
correctly.

CONCLUSIONS

The data emerging from our study of 180 patients subjected to radical prostatectomy with bladder neck preservation confirm that urinary continence may be recovered
in 97.7% of cases and, in a high percentage of patients,
during the immediate post-operative period (73%).
With a view to safeguarding continence, following accurate dissection of the distal urethra, bladder neck preservation appears to be an essential anatomical and functional factor.
This because, as confirmed once again by local urodynamic values obtained (MUCP, LF, AUC and VLPP), as
with healthy patients it guarantees the functional integration of both the sphincteric – smooth proximal and
distal striated – units.
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APPENDIX
The ICS - Male Questionnaire
1.

In general would you say your health is; please circle the statement that applies to you:
• Excellent
• Vary good
• Good
• Fair
• Poor

2.

Does urine leak when you cough or sneeze?
(please circle one)
• Never
• Occasionally
• Sometimes
• Most of the time
• All of the time

3.

Do you ever leak urine for no obvious reason and without feeling that you want to go?
(please circle one)
• Never
• Occasionally (less than one third of the time)
• Sometimes (between one and two thirds of the time)
• Most of the time (more than two thirds of the time)
• All of the time

4.

Do you leak when you are asleep?
(please circle one)
• Never
• Occasionally (less than one third of the time)
• Sometimes (between one and two thirds of the time)
• Most of the time (more than two thirds of the time)
• All of the time

5.

If you leak urine during the day, do you have to change your clothes or wear pads?
(please circle one)
• No, urine does not leak
• Yes, change underpants
• Yes, change clothes
• I wear pads

6.

If you use pads, how many on average do you use during the day?
(please circle one)
• None
•1
•2
•3
•4
•5
• 6 or more

7. If you use pads, how many on average do you use during the night?
(please circle one)
• None
•1
•2
•3
•4
•5
• 6 or more
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Stem cell markers aldehyde dehydrogenase type 1
and nestin expressions in renal cell cancer
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Objectives: To identify stem cell markers aldehyde dehydrogenase type 1 (ALDH-1)
and nestin expression in renal cell carcinoma (RCC).
Materials and methods: 95 RCC patients who had radical or partial nephrectomy were
included in this study. Normal renal tissue samples of the same patients were designated as the control group. Paraffin blocks of RCC patients were studied immunohistochemically. Expressions were analyzed semiquantitively. Relation of tumor grade and stage
with these expressions was determined. Results were calculated with Mann Whitney U and
Kruskal Wallis tests.
Results: There were 55 male (57.8%) and 40 (42.2%) female patients in the study. Age and sex of
the patients were not correlated with their antibody expressions (p > 0.05). ALDH-1 and nestin
expression was higher in cancer tissues than normal tissues (p < 0.05). Nestin expression in renal
cencer tissue was inversely related with tumor stage (p < 0.05) but there was no relation with
Fuhrman grade. ALDH-1expression was correlated with tumor grade (p < 0.05) but not with
tumor stage (p > 0.05).
Conclusions: ALDH-1and nestin expression have a role in RCC pathophysiology. There is a need
to perform more studies about stem cell markers in RCC with more patients and in these future
studies lymph node metastasis, distant organ metastasis and survival rates should be included.
KEY WORDS: Renal cell carcinoma; Aldehyde dehydrogenase type 1; Immunohistochemistry.
Submitted 23 September 2011; Accepted 30 September 2011

INTRODUCTION

Tumor contains small population of cancer stem cells
(CSC) that are responsible for its maintenance and
relapse. Analysis of these CSCs may lead to effective
prognostic and therapeutic strategies for the treatment of
cancer patients (1).
A promising new marker for CSC is aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH). ALDH is a detoxifying enzyme that oxidizes intracellular aldehydes and thereby confers resistance to alkylating agents (2). ALDH lengthen the life of
stem cell (SC) as well as CSC by protecting them against
oxidative insult and it was shown that as few as 10
ALDH+ hematopoietic cells were capable of reconstituting bone marrow in sublethalirradiated rodents (3).
Nestin is an intermediate filament (IF) protein expressed
in proliferating cells during the developmental stages in
a variety of embryonic and fetal tissues (4). It may be

involved in the organization of the cytoskeleton, cell signaling, organogenesis, cell metabolism, and represent the
proliferation, migration and multi-differentiated characteristics of multi-lineage progenitor cells (5).
Nestin is not expressed in mature elements and terminal
cell differentiation is associated with loss of immunoreactivity to this protein. Therefore, immunohistochemical
assessment of nestin expression might be useful to differentiate between mature and immature elements.
As the cancer stem cells generate tumors, lines of CSC
may express certain markers. Nestin and ALDH are both
stem cell markers which we studied on renal cell carcinoma (RCC).
We believe that these SC markers may also be a diagnostic and prognostic indicator of the malignant grade and
stage of tumours.
Archivio Italiano di Urologia e Andrologia 2012; 84, 1
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MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

(Registered trade mark) was dripped on the sections and
incubated for another 5-10 minutes. We washed them
with TBS for 5 minutes. Nestin and ALDH antibodies were
dilated to 1/100 and applied to the tissue sections.
Sections were incubated at 4°C overnight. Next day we
washed them with TBS for 5 minutes. Biotinylated Link
Antibody was dripped on the sections and an incubation
period of 15 minutes followed. We washed them with TBS
for 5 minutes. Streptavidin/HRP (horseradish peroxidise)
was dripped on the sections and sections were put into the
incubator for 15 minutes. We washed them with TBS for
5 minutes. AEC (3-amino-9-ethylcarbazole) chromogen
was dripped and incubated for 10-20 minutes. We washed
them with tap water this time for 5 minutes.
Counterstaining with Mayer’s Hematoxylin was performed for 4 minutes. Sections were washed under tap
water for 5 minutes. Finally all of the sections were
closed with aqueous mount. For positive control, cerebral glial tumor and hepatocellular carcinoma were used
for nestin and ALDH respectively.
Immunohistochemical scoring of the stages was done
according to the membranous and cytoplasmic staining.
Following scoring system is concordant to the literature
(6). ≤ 5% positive cells-score 0, 6%-25% positive cellsscore 1, 26%-50% positive cells-score 2, > 51% positive
cells were designated as score 3.
All of the data were statistically analyzed with SPSS
(Statistical Packages for Social Sciences) program using
Mann-Whitney U and Kruskal-Wallis tests. Probability of
< 0.05 was considered significant.

95 patients who had undergone radical or partial
nephrectomy for renal cell carcinoma in our clinic from
January 2006 to June 2010 were included in this study.
There were 40 female and 55 male patients in the study.
Local ethics committee permission was taken priorly.
Paraffin embedded blocks, Hematoxylin-Eosin stained
and formalin fixed preparates were retrieved from the
archive. Three new preparates (ALDH-cancer, Nestincancer, control) for each patient were made. For the
immunohistochemical staining , blocks which contained
the most tumor load were selected and normal renal tissue samples of the same patients were stained also with
the same antibodies. These normal tissue samples were
designated as the control group.
Antibodies used in the study are as follows; ALDH8A1 (D21): sc-130686 (SantaCruz Biotechnology Inc., CA, USA):
Rabbit polyclonal antibody. Nestin (10c2): sc-23927
(SantaCruz Biotechnology Inc., CA, USA): Mouse monoclonal antibody. To identify the ALDH and nestin we performed immunohistochemical staining in all groups, 3-4 µ
sections from 10% formaline fixated and paraffin embedded blocks were prepared. Sections were into the incubator at 55°C for overnight deparaffinization. Next day sections were put into xylene for 15 minutes. 96% ethanol
was applied three times for 2 minutes each time and we
washed the sections with distilled water. For antigen
retrival, sections inside citrate buffer were put into
microwave oven 3 times for 5 minutes each time at 600
Watts and left for cooling down for 20 minutes. We
washed them with distilled water again. Sections’ borders
were drawn with PAP pen and put into TBS (Tris Buffer
Saline). 3% H202 was dripped over the sections and put
into the incubator for 20 minutes. Later we washed them
with TBS for 5 minutes. For protein blockage Super Block

RESULTS

Mean age of the patients in the study was 58.9 ± 25.2
years. Minimum age was 39 and maximum age was 82.

Table 1.
Age, gender and tumor stage analysis of the pateints.
Gender

Age
n
95
6
17
28
28
15
1

Total
< 40
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80 ≤

Tumor stage

Female
%
100%
6.3%
17.9%
29.5%
29.5%
15.8%
1.1%

n
40
3
7
10
13
7
0

Male

%
42%
7.5%
17.5%
25.0%
32.5%
17.5%
0.0%

n
55
3
10
18
15
8
1

%
58%
5.5%
18.2%
32.7%
27.3%
14.5%
1.8%

1
n
65
5
14
20
15
11
0

2
%
68%
7.7%
21.5%
30.8%
23.1%
16.9%
0.0%

n
30
1
3
8
13
4
1

%
32%
3.3%
10.0%
26.7%
43.3%
13.3%
3.3%

Table 2.
Antibody positivity comparison between patients and controls.

Patients
Control
p

8

n
%
n
%

0
33
34,7%
83
87,4%
0,00

Nestin positivity
1
2
36
22
37,9%
23,2%
12
0
12,6%
,0%
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3
4
4,2%
0
,0%

0
19
20,0%
80
84,2%
0,00

ALDH positivity
1
2
29
41
30,5%
43,2%
15
0
15,8%
,0%

3
6
6,3%
0
,0%

Stem cell marker expression in renal cell cancer

Table 3.
Comparison of Fuhrman grade and antibody expression.
Frequencies
Fuhrman
Grade
1
n
2
n
3
n
4
n
Total
n

Total
7
63
17
8
95

0
23
7
3
33

Nestin
1
2
7
22
18
5
2
2
2
36
22

ALDH
3

p

3
1
4

0.960

Total
7
63
17
8
95

0
2
14
3
19

1
4
21
3
1
29

0
8
11
19

1
22
7
29

2
1
26
9
5
41

3
2
2
2
6

p

0.013

Table 4.
Comparison of tumor stage and antibody expressions.
Frequencies
Fuhrman
Grade
T1
n
T2
n
Total
n

Total
60
35
95

0
15
18
33

Nestin
1
2
24
18
12
4
36
22

ALDH
3
3
1
4

p
0.005

Total
60
35
95

2
27
14
41

3
3
3
6

p
0.467

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

42% (n = 40) of the patients were female and 58% (n = 55)
of the patients were male. 65 patients (68%) had pT1 (≤ 7
cm) RCC and 30 patients (32%) had pT2 (> 7 cm) RCC
(Table 1). Gender of the patients was not correlated to
ALDH or nestin expression (p > 0.05). Age of the patients
was not related to antibody expressions also (p > 0.05).
There was a significant difference between antibody
expressions of ALDH and control group (p < 0.05).
Tumor cells expressed ALDH more than the normal renal
tissue did. Same significant expression difference was
true between nestin and the control group (p < 0.05).
RCC had more nestin staining than normal renal tissue
(Table 2).
We compared Fuhrman grade and antibody expressions.
There was not any relationship between nestin and
Fuhrman grade of RCC (p > 0.05). However we found
positive correlation with ALDH (p < 0.05). Fuhrman
grade 4 tumors had significantly higher positivity when
compared to more differentiated grade 1 and 2 tumors
(Table 3).

Tumor stage and ALDH expression was not correlated
according to our calculations (p > 0.05). On the other
hand we found an inverse relation between tumor stage
and nestin expression. pT1 tumors had more nestin
expression than pT2 tumors (p < 0.05) (Table 4).
Following pictures are examples of stem cell marker
immunohistochemical staining in renal cell cancer
(Figures 1, 2).

DISCUSSION

In our study neither nestin nor ALDH expression was
not related to gender of our patients. Yin and colleagues
(7) during their research on colon carcinomas found no
expression difference of ALDH between genders. Nestin
immunoreactivity in pituitary neoplasm or in normal
pituitary tissues showed no significant gender related
difference in another study (8).
We did not find any correlation between age and antibody expressions of tumor tissues. As for the ALDH, Yin
Archivio Italiano di Urologia e Andrologia 2012; 84, 1
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and co-workers(7) reported that no age difference was
found. However in an article about endogenous progenitor cells aldehyde dehydrogenase-bright cell numbers
were inversely associated with patient age (9). Dermal
multipotent stem cells expressing various proteins
including nestin showed age related changes in a study
from China (10).
Nestin was significantly expressed in RCC tissue when
we compared them with the controls. In an article,
nestin was highly expressed in human gliomas than normal brain tissue (11). Nestin expression has been found
in glioblastoma multiforme, primitive neuroectodermal
tumors of the CNS, and metastatic melanoma (12, 13).
Its expression seems to correlate with the high proliferative and migrational activity of these tumors.
In our study we found high levels of ALDH immunoreactivity in renal cancer tissue. Expressions of ALDH in
the normal renal tissue was relatively close to zero. In
breast carcinomas, high ALDH activity identifies the
tumorigenic cell fraction, capable of self-renewal and of
generating tumors which recapitulate the heterogeneity
of the parental tumor (14). In contrast to its role in
breast cancer, ALDH was a favorable prognostic factor in
ovarian carcinoma which suggested that high expression
of ALDH was significantly associated with endometrioid
adenocarcinoma , early-stage disease, complete response
to chemotherapy and a low serum level of CA125 (15).
Additionally Balabanov et al. (16) claimed that RCC had
lower levels of ALDH expression compared to normal
renal tissue.
Fuhrman grading system is used to categorize the differentiation levels of RCC which Grade 1 is the well differentiated and Grade 4 is the poor/non differentiated
tumor. Tumor progression and invasion usually depends
on differentiation. Nestin expressions and Fuhrman
grade of the tumors were not correlated with each other
in our study. In a study about astrocytomas, high grade
tumors expressed nestin much more than low grade
tumors (17). Mesenchymal stem cell marker CD105(+)
human renal carcinoma cells were put into in vitro differentiating media for two weeks and it was shown that
they had lost their nestin positivity during maturation
process (18). However nestin(+) both low grade non
infiltrating and high grade infiltrating transitional cell
carcinomas of bladder were orthotopically injected to
the bladders of immunocompromised mice and after 2
months there was no new tumors in them (19).
We found positive correlation between ALDH expression
and Fuhrman grade. Expression of ALDH was associated
with high histological grade of breast cancer (20). High
grade tumors tend to metastase more common than low
grade tumors and in an another study about breast cancer ALDH expression was higher with metastatic especially cyclophosphamide resistant tumors (21). We think
that ALDH positivity in RCC may contribute to the drug
resistance.
We calculated that stage of RCC was slightly and negatively related to nestin immunoreactivity. Nestin expression
was higher in stage IV malignant melanoma patients compared to stage III (22). In a study, highly infiltrative brain
glioblastomas and less invasive glioblastomas were transplanted to rats. Nestin positivity and chemoresistance was
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shown in the highly invasive group of rats (23). Inverse
relation of nestin expression and tumor stage in RCC does
not comply with literature but as the RCC is a very
chemoresistant tumor, it should be investigated further.
During our study we did not observe any correlation
between tumor stage and ALDH expression. On the
other hand ALDH is a lung tumor stem cell-associated
marker and immunohistochemical analysis of 303 clinical specimens from three independent cohorts of lung
cancer patients and controls show that expression of
ALDH is positively correlated with the stage and grade of
lung tumors and related to a poor prognosis for the
patients with early-stage lung cancer (24). In an article,
ALDH positivity on immunohistochemistry indicated an
increasing number of colonic SC over the course of colon
cancer progression, from normal to familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) to adenoma (25).
This study may be the only one in the literature about
RCC and stem cell markers- nestin and ALDH.
Comparison of tumor stage, grade, age and gender based
on antibody expressions in general were performed.
Future research studies should be done with more
patients about metastasis, survival and definitely the
mechanisms of chemoresistance in RCC.
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Summary

Objective: Balanitis Xerotica Obliterans (BXO) is rarely described in the paediatric
population. We report our 8-year experience, at Harold Wood Hospital, with BXO in
circumcised boys.
Materials and methods: Pathological tissue diagnoses of BXO from 1997 to 2005 were
extracted from our histopathology database. Patient records were reviewed and demographic features, clinical presentation, referral history, operative procedure(s) and postoperative course were recorded.
Results: A total of 40 patients had a confirmed tissue diagnosis of BXO. Mean patient age was
9.6 years. The most common referral diagnoses were phimosis (70%), balanitis (25%) and only
2 patients (5%) had a referral diagnosis of BXO. 35 (87%) underwent curative circumcision and
had no recurrence at a median follow-up of 13.5 months. A total of 5 patients (15%) had BXO
involvement of the meatus and underwent circumcision combined with meatotomy or meatoplasty. No patients required extensive plastic operations of the penis.
Conclusions: The incidence of BXO in paediatric age group may be higher than previously
reported. Early recognition of this condition is important because of the associated urethral
stricture formation. Hence, we recommend that all circumcision specimens are sent for
histopathological analysis (especially in areas where circumcision in widely practiced for ritual and religious reason) and patients should be followed up appropriately.
KEY

WORDS:

Balanitis; Phimosis; Meatal stenosis; Circumcision.
Submitted 29 August 2011; Accepted 30 September 2011

INTRODUCTION

In recent years attention has been focused on the incidence of Balanitis Xerotica Obliterans (BXO) in the paediatric population. It has been found that histological
examination of the prepuce of boys referred by their
treating physicians for circumcision as a result of phimosis can diagnose BXO in as high as 34.5% of cases (1, 2).
It is regarded as a common cause of acquired phimosis
and meatal stenosis in boys (3). It remains uncertain as
to whether this represents a genuine change in prevalence and behaviour of this disease or merely greater
clinical awareness of this disease. Although circumcision
is curative in the majority of boys with BXO confined to
the prepuce, progression of the disease to involve the
meatus and anterior urethra is not uncommon.
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To our knowledge, no UK data exists for the incidence
and the natural history of BXO amongst paediatric
patients. Information about this will be of clinical importance for counseling parents and allowing evidence
based informed consent to be given at the time of surgery, as well as providing realistic expectations of post
operative outcome to parents. In addition, this information will lay the foundation for a longitudinal follow up
study of these boys, until they reach adolescence and
beyond.
Therefore, we sought to examine a cohort of paediatric
patients with a pathological diagnosis of BXO with
regard to referral history, clinical presentation, procedures performed and postoperative course.

Paediatric balanitis xerotica obliterans: An 8-year experience

MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

The histopathology database at the Urology Department of
Harold Wood Hospital in Essex, United Kingdom was retrospectively reviewed for all cases with a histological
diagnosis of BXO from May 1997 to December 2005.
Those patients had failed previous conservative management (i.e. manual stretching and topical steroids) and
were offered circumcision with a curative intent. Patients
who were older than 16 years at time of operation were
excluded from the study.
The patients’ demographics, referral source, referral
diagnosis, presenting symptoms, family history and clinical indication for circumcision were established from
the notes. Operative notes were reviewed to assess the
degree of penile involvement with BXO. Specific attention was given to glans involvement, meatal stenosis,
involvement of the shaft skin and the severity of phimosis found at the time of surgery. All the specimens were
examined by a histopathologist with special interest in
paediatric urology. The specimens were examined in its
entirety for accurate diagnosis of BXO. Postoperative
records were reviewed to assess the presence of complications, recurrence of disease and the need for further
treatment. Follow up of children was according to individual consultant practice, and it was mainly dictated by
the presence of ongoing symptoms, or parent request.
All cases were then reviewed by telephone questionnaire
conducted by members of the study team using a standard questionnaire designed to identify symptoms of
disease recurrence. Patients were given further outpatient follow up if they became symptomatic or if there
was any concern by the parents.
This study was performed in accordance with the
Department of Research and Development and the local
protocols for clinical audits within our hospital.

Figure 1.
Histological appearance of BXO showing dermal
lymphocytic infiltration and homogenization
of the collagen in the upper third of the dermis.

Figure 2.
Histological appearance of BXO showing hyperkeratosis
of the epithelium, basal cell vacuolation and atrophy
of the stratum Malpighii.

RESULTS

We identified 40 patients with histological confirmation
of BXO following circumcision. All specimens showed
the typical findings of lymphocytic infiltration in the
upper dermis, hyalinosis and homogenization of collagen, basal cell vacuolation, atrophy of the stratum
Malpighii and hyperkeratosis (Figures 1 and 2). The
median age was 9.6 (range 4-15 years). The referring clinicians were all General Practitioners (GPs), apart from
one patient referred by a local urologist. The commonest
referring diagnosis was phimosis found in 70% (n = 28).
The rest of the referring diagnoses were recurrent balanitis in 25% (n = 10) and only 5% were correctly identified at referral as BXO (n = 2).
Subsequently the patients were categorised into 4 groups
according to Meuli criteria (4). Meuli Grade I was found
in one patient, Grade II in 2, Grade III in 12 and Grade
IV in 20 patients. Grades III and IV were considered as
severe phimosis. Hence 80% of the patients had severe
phimosis at presentation (Table 1).
At median follow up of 14 months, 87.5% of patients
were cured with no recurrence of disease (n = 35). A further 12.5% of patients (n = 5) required further surgical
intervention after circumcision (10% required meatal
dilatation due to meatal stenosis (n = 4) and 2.5%

required meatoplasty and were sent to a special tertiary
centre dealing with these cases (n = 1). Those patients
were Meuli grade IV and developed recurrences of symptoms early during follow up. Those patients were further
Table 1.
Meuli criteria (4).
Grade 1

Full retractability of the prepuce and stenotic ring in
the shaft

Grade 2

Partial retractability with partial exposure of the glans

Grade 3

Partial retractability with exposure of the meatus only

Grade 4

No retractability
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Graph 1.

that its incidence is more common
than previously realized.
The age distribution of the sample population studied - mean age 9.6 years.
Subsequent reports revealed that
childhood BXO were a relatively
common cause of phimosis, with
the incidence of 10-19% being
quoted (10-12).
The pathology is typically limited
to the glans and prepuce.
However, the frenulum, the urethral meatus, the fossa navicularis,
the penile shaft and the perianal
areas may also be involved. The
macroscopic appearance can be
divided into early and late findings. The early findings consist of
mild and non-specific erythema
with mild hypopigmentation. As
the condition progresses the eryGraph 2.
thematous macules or papules
Meuli categorization of our cohort population.
coalence into atrophic, white,
scaly, dry patches or plaques, thinning the skin and possibly causing
ulcerations or fissures. A sclerotic
ring forming around the prepuce
is diagnostic at this stage. Further
development of the condition
without treatment can cause significant sclerosis of the tissues at
the penis causing phimosis or urethral stricture (7). The microscopic appearance of BXO reveals an
atrophic epidermis and oedematous fibrotic dermis with varying
degree of lymphocytic infiltration.
Definitive diagnosis is only provided by histological examination
assessed symptomatically at the urology outpatient clinof the cutaneous biopsy (13-15). In addition, BXO may
ic and the decision for further surgery was determined
predispose, if left untreated, to penile squamous cell carbased on the severity of symptoms.
cinoma (16).
The most common presenting symptoms include inability to retract foreskin with preputial pain at attempts of
DISCUSSION
retraction. Other features include bladder outflow
At birth the foreskin is usually fused to the glans. The
obstruction such as poor stream, ballooning of the foreinner surface of the foreskin and the outer surface of the
skin with voiding and spraying or deviation of the uriglans have a common epithelium which separates soon
nary stream. In addition, patients may experience
after birth. Keratinisation of the glans aids in the process
hypoaesthesia of the glans, pruritus, dysuria, buried
of separation (5). It has been found that in newborn
penis and rarely haematuria.
boys, complete retraction of prepuce is found in 4% of
We examined a cohort of 40 patients under the age of 16
newborns only, while the exernal meatus could be just be
with histological diagnosis of BXO, with specific attention
visualised in 54%. In the remaining 42% of cases the tip
given to presenting referral diagnoses, severity of disease
of the glans could be visualised. At the age of 6 months,
at presentation and clinical outcomes. Most of the
the prepuce could still not be retracted in 80%, and the
patients were referred to urology department by their
corresponding figures at the ages of 1, 2, and 3 years
General Practitioner (GP). The recognition of BXO by the
were 5, 20, and 10% respectively (6).
referring clinicians has proved to be poor in our study as
Balanitis xerotica obliterans (BXO) is described extensiveonly 5% of the patients (n = 2) were correctly identified
ly in the literature as a chronic progressive and sclerosing
as suffering with BXO at referral. The presenting sympdermatitis of unknown etiology (7). There is some evitoms ranged from mild to severe with higher degrees of
dence that it is the male genital variant of lichen sclerosis
interventions required as the severity increases.
et atrophicus (8). BXO was first reported in literature and
BXO is widely recognized as a cause of meatal stenosis and
described by Stühmer in 1928 in Germany (9). Once
urethral structuring (17). Laymon in 1951 first described
thought to be a rare entity in children, it is now apparent
uretral involvement by BXO, reporting cases with meatal
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stricture (18). Bainbridge et al. reported 47% of their studied population (n = 17) had some degree of urinary
obstruction, 3 of which presented with a meatal stenosis
and 3 had in addition a urethral stricture which caused an
outflow obstruction (19). Bochove-Overqaauw et al. concluded that BXO implies a higher incidence of meatal
stenosis and urethral pathology after identifying 4 patients
from a total of 37 with diagnosis of BXO with meatal
stenosis (3). Depasquale et al. also in a relatively big collection of data from circumcised patients discovered 20%
occurrence of urethral stricture in association with BXO
(14). Gargollo et al. from the United States reported their
experience of 41 paediatric patients from Children’s
Hospital Boston, Massachusetts (20). The most common
referral diagnoses in their series were phimosis in 52%,
balanitis in 13% and buried penis in 10% of cases. None
of their cases were referred with a diagnosis if BXO. 46%
of the patients (n = 19) had curative circumcision or redo
circumcision and had no recurrence at a mean follow up
of 12.5 months (range 1-57 months). 27% of patients
(n = 11) had BXO involvement of the meatus and underwent circumcision combined with meatotomy or meatoplasty. A further 22% of patients (n = 9) required extensive
plastic operation(s) of the penis, including buccal mucosa
grafts in 2. They concluded that older boys, those with
BXO involvement of the meatus and those with a history
of surgery for BXO tended to have a more severe and morbid clinical course.
An extensive Medline search revealed that BXO is poorly diagnosed by paediatricians and GPs. Schinella and
Miranda found 20 cases of BXO in their study which
involved 23 children 13 years or younger. In none of
these patients was a clinical diagnosis of BXO made preoperatively (17). Huntley et al. prospectively studied a
group of 100 paediatric patients referred for circumcision by GPs and illustrated that only 6% of patients were
accurately diagnosed with BXO at referral (21). The
prospective study conducted by Meuli et al. with 100
patients referred for circumcision found 10% incidence
in BXO (4). In Depasquale et al. study, only 2 patients
were correctly diagnosed by the referring provider as
having BXO, both by urologists (14). Our study showed
that only 5% of the patients referred to urology had a
correct working diagnosis of BXO.
In recent years, several authors have suggested that BXO
might be more frequent than what was indicated in previous studies; however, its true incidence is not known,
because this condition has been insufficiently recognized
and tissue removed at circumcision is rarely examined
histologically (22-24). Kiss et al. prospectively studied
1178 patients with phimosis and concluded that the true
incidence of childhood BXO was 40% (n = 471), which
was higher than previously assumed with an incidence
that peaks in the 9 to 11 years age group (25). Bale et al.
demonstrated that the incidence of BXO in their circumcision series of 332 to be 16% (n = 54) in the age group
of 2-15 years (26). Bochove-Oveqaauw concluded that
biopsy after circumcision for pathological phimosis
should be routine, taking into account the potential clinical consequences when BXO is diagnosed (3).
We appreciate that this is a retrospective study looking
into the follow up of a cohort of boys diagnosed with

BXO. It is difficult to speculate that they represent the
true incidence of BXO in this region. This is mainly
because BXO is a histological diagnosis. There is yet no
agreed consensus among urologists or paediatric surgeons for sending foreskin samples for histopathology. In
addition in those circumcisions performed in the community for religious or ritual reasons, it is very unlikely
that the foreskin is sent for the laboratory.

CONCLUSIONS

We believe that the incidence of paediatric BXO may be
higher than previously reported in the literature. Primary
care clinicians rarely make the diagnosis and may fail to
differentiate between the pathological phimosis of BXO
from benign phimosis. The natural history of the disease
means that untreated will lead to more severe nature and
more difficult to treat. Those with BXO involvement of
the meatus tend to have a more severe and morbid clinical course. Therefore primary care physicians should
identify clinical signs of BXO early and refer those
patients for definitive management early.
Our study also showed that early management with circumcision leads to the most favourable outcome and the
least post-op complications. We suggest that all circumcision specimens should be sent for histology and if evidence of BXO, follow up should be appropriate. The policy in our trust is to discharge after 3 months and only to
return of they have any complications or family concerns.
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Summary

Purposes: The aim was to analyze the prognostic role of preoperative chromogranin A
(CgA) as a marker of poor prognosis and recurrence after radical prostatectomy (RP)
and to find a correlation with the other well known prognostic variables.
Materials and Methods: This study comprises 306 patients with prostate cancer
prospectively recruited who underwent RP from between 2000 and 2005. A blood sample for the determination of serum preoperative CgA value was obtained in all cases. Spearman
correlation test was used to compare CgA to other variables, Kruskal-Wallis test to analyze
CgA differences among ≥ 3 groups (PSA, GS, Stage), Mann-Whitney test for 2 grouping variables. Survival analysis was estimated by Kaplan-Meier method, log-rank test to estimate differences among the analyzed variables.
Results: Median CgA level was 68 ng/ml.Correlation between age and CgA levels was positive
and statistically significant (p < 0.001). Patient were divided in 2 groups based on median
age.The difference was statistically significant (p = 0.002). Comparison of CgA among patients
grouped according to other variables and patient stratified on normal (123 ng/ml) and cut-off
value (68 ng/ml) of CgA did not achieve significant risk stratification.
Conclusion: Studies on a possible prognostic role of CgA have provided conflicting results. In
our series we found a significant positive correlation between CgA and age, but no significant
statistical correlation with other available variables analyzed.
KEY WORDS: Chromogranine A; Prostate cancer; Radical prostatectomy; Age.
Submitted 20 June 2011; Accepted 30 September 2011

INTRODUCTION

Prostate cancer (PCa) is a major health problem with 2.6
million new cases every year in Europe (1).
Improvement in diagnosis led to an increasing rate of
tumors still localized within the prostate gland, thus
being potentially curable by surgery, and in this clinical
setting, radical prostatectomy can achieve the best oncological results, with more than 70% of patients free from
biochemical and clinical progression 10-years after surgery (2-5). However, biochemical progression, followed
by clinical recurrence occurs nearly in 30% of cases.
A variety of prognostic parameters have been proposed
for these tumors and the College of American Pathologist
Consensus Group determined that among various param-

eters, only preoperative PSA, Gleason score, pathological
stage and positive surgical margins status were of proven
prognostic significance (6). Neuroendocrine differentiation (NED) was proposed as a prognostic parameter of
unproven clinical value requiring further evaluation.
Cells manifesting neuroendocrine differentiation are
common elements in normal prostatic tissue. Prostatic
neuroendcrine cells, also known as amine precursor
uptake and decarboxylation (APUD) cells, are intraepithelial regulatory cells containing neurosecretory granules rich in various peptide hormones and biogenic
amines that have a regulatory role in cell growth and
exocrine activity (7).
Archivio Italiano di Urologia e Andrologia 2012; 84, 1
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Table 1.
Demographic characteristics of the study population.

Number of patients:
Pre-treatment PSA: median, mean, range (ng/ml)

Total

University of Piemonte
Orientale

University of Florence

306

168

138

8.5 (13.5, 0.56-168)

8.5 (14.7, 0.56-168)

8.5 (12.1, 1.6-80)

Patients (%) < 10

184 (60.1%)

107 (63.7 %)

77 (55.8 %)

10-20

74 (24.3%)

38 (22.6 %)

36 (26.1 %)

> 20

39 (12.7)

23 (13.7 %)

16 (11.6%)

Missed

9 (2.9%)

0 (0%)

9 (6.5 %)

pT2

173 (56.6%)

111 (66.1 %)

62 (44.9 %)

pT3a

84 (27.4%)

32 (19.1 %)

52 (37.8 %)

pT3b

39 (12.8%)

16 (9.5 %)

23 (16.7 %)

pT4

10 (3.2%)

9 (5.3 %)

1 (0.6 %)

N+

25 (81.7%)

12 (7.1 %)

13 (9.4 %)

<7

137 (44.8%)

85 (50.6 %)

52 (37.8 %)

7

97 (31.7%)

51 (30.4 %)

46 (33.3 %)

Pathological stage at RP:

GS at RP:

8-10
CgA level: mean, median, percentiles (ng/ml)

56 (18.3%)

30 (17.8 %)

26 (18.8 %)

68, 100.1, 47.9-98.7

61, 102, 42-89

76.4, 90.6, 53.5-101

Studies on a possible role of NED and CgA levels in predicting non organ confined disease and poor prognosis in
localized hormone naïve PCa have provided conflicting
results (8, 9).
The presence of neuroendocrine cells has been demonstrated also in primary and metastatic prostatic adenocarcinoma and in the last years the role of neuroendocrine differentiation in PCa growth and cancer cell
invasion have been documented (10). Moreover, neuroendocrine differentiation has been reported by some
Authors as a marker of poor prognosis. Infact neuroendocrine circulating markers are global indicators of neuroendocrine differentiation, either of the primary tumor
or its associated metastases (11). Cromogranin A (CgA)
is the most commonly used marker for diagnosis and
monitoring neuroendocrine neoplasms, being the quantitatively major secretory granules protein.
The aim of the present study is to evaluate the role of
serum CgA in patients with PCa to define the probability of non organ confined disease before surgery and to
analyze its distribution and possible correlations to well
known clinic-pathological variables. Finally, we investigated its role as a marker of prognosis after radical
prostatectomy.

MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

Between January 2000 and May 2005, data were gathered prospectively from 306 consecutive patients with
clinically localized PCa who had radical prostatectomy at
the Department of Urology University of Florence (138) and
at University of Piemonte Orientale (168). Enrolling criteria included no previous hormonal treatment, histologically proven adenocarcinoma of the prostate, absence of
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diseases that might increase the levels of neuroendocrine
markers such as not controlled hypertension and mild
chronic kidney insufficiency. The mean age (median,
range) at operation was 68 (68, 49-80) years. A blood
sample for the determination of preoperative serum
Chromogranine A value (radioimmuno assay CGARIACT- CIS Bio International, Cedex, France) was
obtained in all cases. The normal range reported by the
kit was ≤ 123 ng/ml (97.5 th centil). The preoperative
evaluation included bone scan in all patients with a biopsy Gleason score 8-10 and/or a preoperative PSA > 10
ng/ml and/or clinical suspicion of bone metastases.
Abdominal CT scan was usually requested in the presence of preoperative PSA level > 20 ng/ml.
Table 1 lists the demographic characteristics of the study
population.
All radical prostatectomy specimens were formalin fixed,
coated with India ink, weighed and serially perpendicularly sectioned, staged according to the 2002 American
Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) staging system and the
following variables were assessed on hematoxylin-eosin
stained sections: extracapsular extension, surgical margins
status (reported as ‘positive’ when cancer cells reached the
inked outer surface) and seminal vesicle invasion.
The follow-up schedule included serum PSA assay every 3
months for the first year, then every 6 months for the following two years and yearly thereafter. Patients with positive lymph nodes received early adjuvant hormonal therapy. Biochemical relapse was defined as the evidence of
PSA > 0.2 ng/ml in two consecutive measurements.
Statistical analysis
Spearman correlation test was used to compare CgA values
and other continuous variables. Kruskal-wallis test was
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Table 2.
Correlation between CgA levels and tumor features.
Tumor features

Median (mean) CgA level ng/ml

p

CgA > 123

p

CgA > 68

34/156

0.002

p

Age
< median age (68)

58 (93.4)

> median age (68)

74 (106.6)

0.002

0.002

16/148

Stage
Organ Confined

69 (111.7)

20/133.

Non organ confined

85.1 (67.7)

29/169

pT3a

67.3 (84)

pT3b

68.1 (84.4)

pT4

43 (91.6)

N+

75.1 (73.3)

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

Gleason score
<7

63 (84.9)

7

72 (116.2)

>7

69 (115.5)

18/110.
n.s.

n.s.

14/80

n.s.

10/45

PSA
< 10

66.5 (97.1)

10-20

70 (93.3)

> 20

73.1 (103.7)

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

Table 3.
Multivariate analysis for extracapsular extension.
Coef

Std. Error

Coef/SE

p value

Exp (coef)

95% lower

95% upper

CgA

-0,002

0,001

-1,207

0,2273

0,998

0,996

1,001

PSA

0,057

0,014

3,935

<0,0001

1,059

1,029

1,089

used to analyze CgA levels differences among 3 or more
groups of patients (PSA, GS, Stage), while the Mann
Whitney test was used for 2 grouping variables (status).
The probability of survival was estimated by the KaplanMeier method, with the log-rank test used to estimate differences among levels of the analyzed variables. Logistic
regression was used to test the accuracy of CgA and PSA to
predict extracapsular extension. Analyses used all events in
Stat View 5.0.1 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

RESULTS

The mean (interquartile range, median, range) CgA level
for the 306 patients was 68 (47.9-98.7, 100.1, 10-1550)
ng/ml. Frequency distribution was studied, it was not a
Gaussian distribution (Shapiro Wilk W test) and non parametric tests were adopted. One patient with 1550 ng/ml of
preoperative serum CgA was excluded from the analysis
due to the wide difference with all the other values.
Correlation between age and CgA levels was positive and
statistically significant (p < 0.002).
There was no statistically significant correlation between
CgA value and the clinical and pathological variables
examined (Table 2).

Moreover, patient were divided in two groups based on
the median age, group 1 with age < 68 and group 2 with
age ≥ 68 years. In group 1 the median (mean) CgA value
was 58 (93.4) ng/ml, while in group 2, median (mean)
CgA value was 74 (106.6) ng/ml. The difference was statistically significant (p = 0.002).
Overall, 169 (55.2%) patients had cancer confined within
the prostate (pT2) while 137 presented a non organ confined PCa. Among all, 87 patients (28.4%) were pT3a, 40
(13.1%) pT3b and 10 (3.2%) patients were pT4. Of the
306 patients, 25 (8.2%) patients had lymph node metastases (N+), and received adjuvant hormonal therapy within 3 months after surgery, while 281 (91.8%) patients
were diagnosed with node negative disease.
Median (mean) CgA values for organ confined and non
organ confined prostatic tumors was 69 ng/ml (111.7)
and 85.1 ng/ml (67.7), respectively (p = ns). Median
(mean) CgA values for pT2, pT3a, pT3b, pT4 and N+
tumors were 69 (111.7), 67.3 (84.3), 68.1 (84.4), 43
(91.6) and 75.1 (73.3) ng/ml, respectively. The difference was not statistically significant.
Overall, a GS < 7, 7 and 8-10 was detected in 137
(44.8%), 97 (31.7%) and 56 (18.3%) patients, respectively. Pathological GS was not available for 16 (5.2%)
Archivio Italiano di Urologia e Andrologia 2012; 84, 1
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patients who received neoadjuvant hormonal therapy.
Median (mean) CgA values for GS < 7, GS 7 and GS 8-10
were 63 (84.9), 72 (116.2) and 69 (115.5) ng/ml, respectively. The difference was not statistically significant.
Median (mean) CgA value for PSA < 10, 10-20, > 20 was
66.5 (97.1), 68.1 (88.8) and 68 (138.4) ng/ml, respectively. The difference was not statistically significant.
Using PSA and CgA as continuous variables, we did not
find a statistically significant correlation (p > 0.05). Using
the logistic regression multivariate analysis for extracapsular penetration prediction we found that preoperative PSA
was a strong predictor of pT3 tumors (p < 0.0001). On the
contrary CgA failed to be a significant predictor of extracapsular tumor extension (p = 0.2273) (Table 3).
The mean (median, range) follow up was 21.2 months
(18, 1-55); 25 patients were lost during follow up. Of
the 281 patients included in the survival analysis, 208
(74%) were free from biochemical recurrence and 73
(26%) recurred biochemically. The mean (range) time to
recurrence was 21.9 (3-52) months. The median (mean)
CgA levels in tumor free patients and in those who had
biochemical recurrence was 68.1 (88.9) ng/ml and 69.5
(108.9) ng/ml, respectively. This difference was not statistically significant.
Then we evaluated the recurrence free survival in
patients with low and high CgA levels on the basis of the
normal laboratory value (123 ng/ml) and the median
level in our series (68 ng/ml). The two-year recurrence
free survival was 83.4% and 80.6% respectively in
patients with low and high CgA expression according to
the normal laboratory value (p = ns) while it was 74.6%
and 80.4% in patients with low and high CgA expression
according to the median value in our series (p = ns).

DISCUSSION

Neuroendocrine cells of the prostate are an endocrineparacrine or amine precursor uptake and decarboxylation
cells that regulate both growth and exocrine activity. (7)
These cells use a paracrine mechanism, giving rise to several bioactive peptides by proteolytic processing such as
CgA, TSH, ACTH, bombesin, PTHrP and NSE (12-14).
Neuroendocrine circulating markers are global indicators
of neuroendocrine differentiation (NED), either of the
primary tumor or its associated metastases (11). CgA is
the most commonly used marker for diagnosis and monitoring neuroendocrine neoplasms, being the quantitatively major secretory granules protein.
On the subject of PCa CgA is considered potentially useful in the management of the disease and some reports
have shown that elevated CgA plasma levels predict poor
prognosis in hormone refractory disease (15, 16). As it
is commonly known, tumor progression of prostatic adenocarcinoma is dependent on androgens. On the contrary NED in PCa appears to be associated with an
androgen independent state for which there is currently
no successful therapy (14). This argument has led to the
hypothesis that prostatic NE tumour cells, lacking
androgen receptor, represent an androgen insensitive cell
population, which may expand to replace the androgen
sensitive tumour cells during hormone ablation treatment (17). On the other hand Sciarra et al. found that
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intermittent administration of complete androgen deprivation therapy significantly reduces the increase in
serum CgA levels during CAD therapy. They suggested
that different types of hormone therapy may influence
CgA levels in PCa patients and that intermittent androgen deprivation (IAD) may reduce the risk of NE hyperactivation during androgen deprivation therapy (18).
The aim of the present study was to clarify the role of
serum CgA in 306 patients with clinically localized PCa
to define the probability of non organ confined disease
before surgery and to analyze its distribution and possible correlations with other well known pathological variables. Then, we investigated its role as a marker of prognosis after radical prostatectomy.
Sciarra et al. analyzed whether the pre-treatment determination of serum CgA could provide information
beyond that obtained with PSA and biopsy GS as a predictive factor of clinical understaging of prostate adenocarcinoma in 83 patients who had RRP. They found a significant association between serum CgA and pathological
stage (p = 0.0004) and at multivariate analysis serum
CgA and PSA were found to be significant pre-treatment
independent predictors of extracapsular tumor extension
at RRP (p = 0.00004 and p = 0.0018 respectively). In the
first 20 cases they analysed the correlation of CgA mRNA
tissue expression, but unfortunately they did not find a
statistically significant different expression between
organ confined and non organ confined tumors (19).
Moreover Berruti et al. recently evaluated CgA expression
on PCa needle biopsies and found that its expression was
significantly related with shorter survival (20).
On the contrary, there are reports in which NED examined in prostate tumours of different stages was not associated with GS, stage and survival (21). Abrahamsson et
al. in their retrospective study of 87 patients with clinically localized PCa who underwent radical prostatectomy, failed to find NED as a significant independent prognostic factor (22).
In this paper we prospectively evaluated the prognostic
role of serum preoperative CgA as a marker of poor prognosis and recurrence after radical prostatectomy in the
largest series of those published in the literature.
Sciarra et al. used 60 ng/ml as upper reference value for
CgA, and found that preoperative serum CgA levels were
confirmed as an independent prognostic factor for PSA
progression after RRP (23).
We found a significant positive correlation of serum CgA
with age, but no significant statistical correlation was found
with prognosis and the available oncological variables.
The increasing value of CgA with age can be explained
with the possible onset of “other causes” of circulating
CgA raising. For instance is well known in the literature
the coupled relationship between CgA and the autonomic control of blood pressure, suggesting that hypertension, and mainly not controlled hypertension, can led to
increase of serum CgA levels (24). There are still open
debates on the exact role of CgA and NED in localized
PCa. Serum CgA is not a mass marker, but only a phenotype marker, indicating to the physician the coexistence of the NE phenotype in the prostatic cancer.
Several studies on metastatic disesase demonstrated that
circulating CgA reflects the tissutal NED immunohisto-
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chemically detected. Nevertheless the role in localized
PCa may be limited, because the number of NE cells is
not enough to raise circulating levels (25).
About the relationship with PSA value, it is a quite controversial topic. Some authors found that higher preoperative PSA values were associated with higer CgA values
(8). On the contrary Sciarra et al. did not found any correlation between preoperative serum CgA and PSA levels.
(18) In the study conducted by Berruti and coworkers
serum CgA values did not correlate with PSA in advanced
and metastatic prostatic cancer, suggesting that the extent
of NED does not parallel the overall tumor load (11).
As expected by the lack of correlation with the well
accepted prognostic factors, CgA serum levels did not
stratified our study population in different risk groups,
neither using the normal or arbitrarily assigned cut-off.

CONCLUSIONS

Studies on a possible prognostic role in localized hormone naïve PCa have provided conflicting results. On
the largest series published in the literature we found a
significant positive correlation between serum CgA and
age, but no significant statistical correlation with other
available variables and progression free survival. The reason of our results could be that the presence of neuroendocrine cells is not enough to raise circulating levels of
CgA when dosed in localized diseases.
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Does transrectal color Doppler ultrasound
improve the diagnosis of prostate cancer?
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Summary

Objective: To prospectively evaluate whether TRUS guided biopsy associated with
Color Doppler (CD) imaging improves the detection of PCa.
Material and Methods: From January 2008 to December 2010, 144 subjects, with an
increased PSA value or with a suspect digital rectal examination, were enrolled.
Transrectal grey-scale Ultrasound (US) and CD examination were performed in all
patients. CD US was considered positive or negative on the basis of the presence or absence of
vascular abnormality. Prostate biopsy was performed immediately after grey-scale and
Doppler evaluation, with a mean of 10 core-biopsy for each patient as well as a selective biopsy of all US abnormal areas (hypoechoic lesion or CD abnormality areas).
Results: PCa has been detected in 71 (49.3%) patients. 58 of the 71 patients had a hypoechoic
area at US scan and 27 had a CD abnormality. The PSA value was < 4 ng/ml in 11 patients
(Group 1), in 63 patients PSA ranged between 4 and 10 ng/ml (Group 2) and in 70 patients
PSA was greater than 10 ng/ml (Group 3). The detection rate was 36.7, 36.5 and 62.8% respectively. In Group 1 we detected 5 hypoechoic areas and 4 CD abnormal areas. Moreover 6 of 11
patients had a positive DRE. In the Group 2, 20 patients were positive to DRE; we visualized
21 hypoechoic areas and 7 CD abnormality. In the Group 3, 38 patients had a positive DRE,
with 32 hypoechoic areas and 16 CD abnormalities found. We obtained 1537 total bioptic
cores, 1440 randomly from peripheral gland, 70 from hypoechoic areas and 27 from abnormal
CD flow areas. The detection rate was 17.1, 65.7 and 22.2% respectively.
Conclusion: CD US showed to be a complement to grey-scale imaging of prostate unless insufficiently sensitive to replace the standard systematic 8-12 core random peripherally biopsy.
Furthermore it should be associated routinely to TRUS to easily focus suspect areas.
KEY WORDS: Prostate biopsy; Color Doppler; TRUS.
Submitted 26 May 2011; Accepted 30 June 2011

INTRODUCTION

Prostate Cancer (PCa) is the most common cancer in the
elderly population in Europe, with an incidence rate of
214 cases per 1000 men, outnumbering lung and colorectal cancer (1).
The screening based on the use of Prostatic Specific
Antigen (PSA) has provided a constant increase in the
incidence of the diagnosis of PCa. Unless the novel imaging techniques available in the study of prostatic diseases, the standard for the definitive PCa diagnosis is still
represented by Transrectal Ultrasound (TRUS) guided
biopsy. The conventional grey-scale US image of PCa is a
hypoechoic lesion, unless approximately 39% of all can-
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cers are represented by isoechoic areas and up to 1% may
be hyperechoic lesions. To date, no biologic and clinical
differences have been noted between isoechoic and
hypoechoic PCa in term of aggressiveness (2).
Several radiologists and urologists have attempted to use
blood flow signals as a new diagnostic variable to
improve US accuracy in case of suspected PCa lesions.
Furthermore, tumor models demonstrate a relationship
between vascularization and tumor size, being avascular
when less than 2 mm in diameter, uniformly vascular at
up 1 cm3 and developing central necrosis beyond this
size with a resultant loss of vascularity (3).

Does transrectal color Doppler ultrasound improve the diagnosis of prostate cancer?

Table 1.
Positive digital rectal examination,
gray-scale abnormality and abnormal Color Doppler imaging
in 71 patients with PCa.
PSA (ng/ml)

<4

4-10

> 10

Tot. patients

11

63

70

PCa patients

4 (36,7%)

23 (36.5%)

44 (62,8%)

DRE +

6

20

38

TRUS +

5

21

32

CD +

4

7

16

Table 2.
Our series of biopsy cores.
Total
bioptic
cores

Positive
cores

Random peripheral zone cores

1440

246 (17.1%)

Gray-scale abnormality cores

70

46 (65.7%)

Color Doppler abnormality cores

27

6 (22.2%)

1537

298 (19.4%)

Tot.

US Doppler image demonstrates the presence of blood
flow by detecting a frequency/phase shift in the ultrasound radiofrequency signal reflected from moving blood.
The color assignment is based on the direction of blood
flow as it relates to the orientation of the transducer
receiving the signal, with flow towards the transducer
conventionally depicted in red and flow away in blue.
Our aim has been to prospectively evaluate whether
TRUS guided biopsy associated with Color Doppler
(CD) imaging improves the detection of PCa.

MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

From January 2008 to December 2010, 144 subjects,
mean age 62 (46-76 year), with an increased PSA value or
with a suspect digital rectal examination (DRE), were
enrolled. Written informed consent has been obtained by
all patients after a complete explanation of the procedure.
Patients were referred to prostate biopsy on the basis of
an elevated serum levels of PSA or an abnormal DRE.
None have had a previously prostate biopsy. Prophylactic
oral fluoroquinolones were assumed from the day before
the procedure, until 2 days after. Anticoagulants were discontinued 7 days before the planned biopsy. A cleansing
enema has been self-administered 12 hours before the
procedure. Grey-scale TRUS was performed with the
patient on lateral decubitus. We used a E8C end-fire
probe (GE Healthcare LOGIQ 5 US System), with a probe
frequency of 8.0 MHz for grey-scale imaging, the Doppler
frequency was between 4 and 6 MHz.
Transrectal grey-scale US examination were performed
obtaining standard sequence transverse images from the
base to the apex of the gland followed by a sagittal scan

from the right to left of the prostate. We evaluated with
CD US a standard sequence of transverse images
obtained from base to apex. CD US was considered positive or negative on the basis of the presence or absence
of vascular abnormality.
Prostate biopsy was executed immediately after grey-scale
and Doppler evaluation. Before starting biopsy, we routinely execute a periprostatic anesthesia by injecting 5 ml
of Mepivacaine 2%. The biopsy were performed using an
automatic biopsy gun (PAJUNK Delta Cut) with a 18gauge core-biopsy needle. Tissues obtained were fixed in
formalin for histopathologic evaluation. We executed a
mean of 10 core-biopsy (range 8-12) for each patient
enrolled as well as a selective biopsy of all US abnormal
areas (hypoechoic lesion or CD abnormality areas).

RESULTS

PCa has been detected in 71 (49.3%) patients out of the
144 and 73 patients had a negative biopsy. In the 71
patients with histopathological diagnosis of PCa, PSA
level ranged from 2.9 to 56.6 ng/ml (mean 19,6 ng/ml)
and the Gleason score ranged from 5 to 8.
58 of the 71 patients had a hypoechoic area at US scan
and 27 had a CD abnormality. The PSA value was <4
ng/ml in 11 patients (Group 1), in 63 patients PSA
ranged between 4 and 10 ng/ml (Group 2) and in 70
patients PSA was greater than 10 ng/ml (Group 3)
(Table 1). We found 4 PCa (detection rate 36.7%) in the
patients with a PSA value < 4 ng/ml. In Group 1 we
detected 5 hypoechoic areas on the basis of grey-scale
imaging and four CD abnormal areas. Moreover 6 of 11
patients in this group had a positive DRE. In patients
with a PSA value between 4 and 10 ng/ml, we had a
36.5% detection rate (23 of the 63 patients are positive
for PCa). In Group 2, 20 patients were positive to DRE;
we visualized 21 hypoechoic areas and 7 CD abnormality at US scan. In the Group 3, we observed a 62.8%
detection rate, with a pathologic diagnosis of PCa in 44
men and 38 patients in this group had a positive DRE.
Furthermore, in this last Group, we found 32 hypoechoic areas and 16 CD abnormalities.
We obtained 1537 cores, all in the peripheral zone, 1440
cores arisen from a random cores biopsies, 70 cores from
hypoechoic areas visualized at US scan and 27 from
abnormal CD flow areas.
Among the 1440 cores arisen from the random cores
biopsy, PCa was found in 246 of them (17.1%). Focusing
only on the 70 bioptic cores obtained from the hypoechoic areas, we have a 65.7% detection rate (46 positive
cores) and a 22.2% detection rate of targeting-CD abnormal areas (Table 2).
Only two patients presented a major complications, one
experienced hematuria after the biopsy and the other
one a rectal bleeding. Of note we have not observed further complications in the 12 core biopsy plus additional
core biopsy on the vascularized areas.

DISCUSSION

Ultrasound imaging of the prostate has a central role in
the diagnosis of PCa representing a guide for the bioptic
Archivio Italiano di Urologia e Andrologia 2012; 84, 1
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procedure. On baseline biopsies, the sample site should
be as far posterior and lateral as possible in the peripheral gland. At a glandular volume of 30-40 mL, at least
eight cores should be sampled (4).
Abd (5) analyzed 1546 consecutive prostate biopsies in a
8-core and 12-core biopsy protocols, of the peripheral
zone, showing an overall positive biopsy rate of 49.9%:
51.2% in the 8-core and 49.2% in the 12-core group,
respectively, without a significant difference between the
2 groups. He concluded that a 12-core biopsy was not
superior in the prostate cancer diagnosis compared with
8-core biopsy, underlining that targeting the peripheral
zone is more important than the number of biopsy cores.
The same was found by Kravchick, who indicates the regimen based on a sextant CD-guided biopsy was the most
sensitive. However, his results showed that only the standard sextant and laterally directed biopsies were statistically significant predictors of cancer detection (6).
In our series too, the random peripheral biopsy offered a
17.1% of positive detected cores for PCa. 36.7% of
patients with a PSA value < 4 ng/ml had both a positive
DRE and a positive biopsy. In Group 1, DRE showed to
be of importance representing the only suspect of a PCa
unrespect of the very low PSA value.
In the third group, we diagnosed the highest rate of the
patients affected by PCa, who showed an increased value
of PSA and a US scan suggestive for PCa characterized by
hypoechoic areas and CD abnormalities.
Hypoechoic areas are not pathognomonic for PCa (7);
prostate dysplasia, inflammation, granulomatous prostatitis, fibrosis, prostatic infarct and lymphoma may all
appear as hypoechoic lesions (8). Indeed, when there is
a hypoechoic area, the Positive Predicting Value (PPV) of
the TRUS increases if associated with a positive DRE and
an high PSA value. The PPV of the hypoechoic areas,
reported by Jones (9), is only 5% in case of a normal PSA
value and normal DRE, increasing up to 71% when there
is an altered PSA value and a positive DRE.
As previously said, PCa seems to be associated with an
increased microvessel density compared with benign
prostatic tissue (10). The assumption that tumor growth
relies on the development of additional blood vessels has
been pointed out by several recent papers. Early results
with CD US suggest that up to 85% of men with PCa
greater than 5 mm in size have visibly increased Doppler
flow in the area of tumor involvement (11). However, as
the evaluation of CD ultrasound is based on a subjective
estimation by the examiner, the role of CD sonography in
improving the detection and targeting of PCa need to be
reassessed (12).
Rosi (13), in patients evaluated for PCa, with hypoechoic
areas at TRUS image found perilesional vascularisation in
57.1% of cases with no or limited intralesional color signal, 21.4% of cases of hypervascularisation in the neoplastic areas and 21.4% of hypovascularisation in the
neoplastic areas or, at least, no vascular alterations. Thus
the CD and Power Doppler do not significantly contribute to the diagnosis of PCa or be a valid guidance for
bioptic sampling.
Halpern in a prospective study compared the grey-scale,
CD and Power Doppler sonography in the detection of
PCa as well as the influence of the operator experience.
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He suggested that grey-scale and Doppler sonography
are useful to select biopsy sites in patients with PCa,
thus, although normal sonographic findings should not
preclude biopsy, region with grey-scale or Doppler
abnormality may be preferentially sampled in patients
with limited tolerance or at high risk for multiple biopsies. Moreover Lavoipierre (14) indicated that CD should
become a part of transrectal sonography of the prostate
to improve detection and targeting of cancer lesions.
CD is also hypothesized as a useful method to identify a
greater number of clinically significant PCa that are
poorly seen by grey-scale US and that targeted cores
biopsy based on grey-scale, CD and elastographic imaging are more likely to return positive as compared with
systematic biopsy cores (15, 16).
On one hand CD sonography seems to be useful in targeting lesions in the transition zone (17) but has little to
offer in peripheral zone lesions, on the other it is suggested to be useful for detecting PCa in peripheral prostatic biopsy when used in combination with grey-scale
TRUS (18), in predicting tumor progression or prognosis and to monitor the effects of anti-angiogenic agents
(19). The role of CD still need to be clarified.
In our series, we observed an increase of microvessels
density in 18.8% of the patients with PCa. Indeed,
22.2% of patients with a ultrasonographic CD abnormal
areas where diagnosed with PCa. Our experience suggests that hypervascularized areas visualized with an
abnormal or increased flow on CD sonography, should
be more targeted by biopsy. Moreover, CD seems to be
useful, in association with random 8-12 cores peripherally biopsies, for increasing the detection rate of PCa, as
hypervascular CD sonography areas are often at major
risk of PCa. Thus CD US showed to be a complement to
grey-scale imaging of prostate, unless a negative CD
image should not preclude biopsy.

CONCLUSION

CD targeted biopsy is not sufficiently sensitive to replace
the standard systematic 8-12 core random peripherally
biopsy. Furthermore it should be associated routinely to
TRUS to easily focus suspect areas.
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Objective: The aim of this study was to conduct a comparative study of semen quality
in two large populations; one evaluated in 1992 and another in 2010, in order to evaluate any possible decline in male fertility due, at least in part, to environmental factors.
Material and Methods: A total of 701 subjects in 1992 (TOTAL group 1992) and a
total of 626 subjects in 2010 (TOTAL group 2010) were enrolled in our Andrology
Unit. Each group was subdivided into 3 subgroups: Subfertile, Pathology and Control.
Standard semen analysis was performed using the Superimposed Image Analysis System,
according to WHO guidelines 1987 (for TOTAL group 1992) and WHO guidelines 1999 (for
TOTAL group 2010).
Results: The mean values of sperm number (concentration/ml as well as the total ejaculate) and
progressive motility were significantly higher in TOTAL group 2010 than TOTAL group 1992.
Atypical forms in TOTAL group 1992 semen samples were significantly lower than TOTAL
group 2010. The mean age of TOTAL Group 2010 was significantly higher compared with
TOTAL Group 1992. In particular, the mean age gap was more evident in Subfertile subjects.
Conclusions: In conclusion, environmental factors have not determined a significant decline in
seminal parameters in the past 18 years.
KEY WORDS: Environmental impact; Semen parameters; Standard semen analysis; Subfertility.
Submitted 27 June 2011; Accepted 30 September 2011

INTRODUCTION

The increase in couple infertility seen in recent years is
often ascribed to a decline in male fertilizing potential. The
presumed reduction in the quality of seminal parameters
has been ascribed not only to the increase in andrological
diseases, but also to lifestyle (distress, smoking, alcohol,
drugs). In the last two decades, environmental factors have
also been hypothesized as having an impact on male fertility. Such factors are environmental chemical pollutants, for
example heavy metals, pesticides, phthalates, etc. and
physical factors, such as high temperatures, radiation,
radio frequency electromagnetic radiation, and so forth.
The rationale for taking seminal parameters as a marker
of the effect of such environmentally polluting factors is
the fact that spermatogenetic function, owing to the continuous replication, differentiation and maturation of
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gametes, represents a useful model to study early damage
caused by various toxic agents.
The first report in the literature regarding this hypothesis dates back to 1962, with “Silent spring” by Rachel
Carson, who foresaw an apocalyptic scenario regarding
the future of male fertility (1).
However, the substantive scientific debate on the decline
in male fertility began in 1992, when Carlsen et al. (2)
published a meta-analysis of 61 scientific works published from 1940 to 1990. This study showed a significant decrease in ejaculate volume and sperm number.
In 1997, Colborn et al. published “Our Stolen Future” (3),
a new S.O.S. regarding human fertility. In this work,
male fertility was seen as being under attack by chemical
substances with estrogen-like effects in the environment.

Semen quality in 1992 vs 2010

Table 1.
Age and seminal parameters (Mean ± SD, Student t test, Mean difference and Confidence Interval)
in the TOTAL groups and in the subgroups. p < 0.05 was considered significant.
Groups and
subgroups

1992
subjects n =

2010
subjects n =

Mean ± SD
1992

Mean ± SD
2010

Age (years)

TOTAL
Subfertile
Control
Pathology

701
440
52
209

626
303
71
252

32.8
34.5
31.0
29.9

34.8
38.0
35.4
30.9

Volume (ml)

TOTAL
Subfertile
Control
Pathology

701
440
52
209

626
303
71
252

3.1
3.3
2.8
2.7

±
±
±
±

1.6
1.6
1.4
1.6

Sperm number
(x106/ml)

TOTAL
Subfertile
Control
Pathology

701
440
52
209

626
303
71
252

31.7
25.2
42.8
42.7

±
±
±
±

24.9
22.8
22.1
24.9

Sperm number/
ejaculate
(x106/ejac.)

TOTAL
Subfertile
Control
Pathology

701
440
52
209

626
303
71
252

Progressive
motility (%)

TOTAL
Subfertile
Control
Pathology

657
40
51
205

609
293
70
246

25.8
21.9
30.7
32.2

Atypical forms
(%)

TOTAL
Subfertile
Control
Pathology

657
40
51
205

609
293
70
246

WBC (x106/ml)

TOTAL
Subfertile
Control
Pathology

701
440
52
209

626
303
71
252

±
±
±
±

7.4
5.6
8.0
9.4

±
±
±
±

8.6
7.0
7.1
9.3

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Mean
difference

95% Confidence interval
of the difference

0.000
0.000
0.003
ns

-1.98
-3.51
-4.36
-0.97

-2.86
-4.45
-7.18
-2.70

-1.10
-2.57
-1.55
0.75

3.2
3.2
3.0
3.2

±
±
±
±

1.7
1.6
1.5
1.8

ns
ns
ns
0.002

-0.91
0.97
-0.11
-0.51

-2.97
-1.41
-0.64
-0.82

-0.88
0.33
0.42
-0.19

57.4
55.0
59.5
59.7

±
±
±
±

35.2
36.9
35.7
32.9

0.000
0.000
0.002
0.000

-25.66
-29.75
-16.73
-17.01

-28.91
-34.44
-27.16
-22.95

-22.33
-25.06
-6.30
-11.73

179.6
173.8
169.5
189.5

±
±
±
±

146.8
152.9
122.4
145.6

0.000
0.000
0.002
0.000

-81.19
-86.61
-55.00
-71.42

-94.56
-105.57
-89.66
-94.55

-67.83
-67.65
-20.23
-48.30

16.3
15.5
14.7
16.0

29.7
27.1
31.4
32.3

±
±
±
±

17.4
17.2
16.6
17.4

0.000
0.000
ns
ns

-3.95
-5.28
-0.66
-0.16

-5.81
-7.77
-6.39
-3.24

-2.08
-2.79
5.08
2.93

53.9 ± 14.7
57.3 ± 15.9
47.5 ± 6.9
48.8 ± 11.4

63.5
65.4
62.2
61.6

±
±
±
±

12.9
13.9
10.4
12.1

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

-9.64
-8.12
-14.67
-12.86

-11.16
-10.35
-17.82
-15.04

-8.13
-5.87
-11.52
-10.69

ns
ns
0.041
0.026

-0.84
0.12
0.30
0.17

-0.00
-0.11
0.13
0.20

-0.17
0.13
0.60
0.32

98.4 ± 91.5
87.2 ± 83.6
114.5 ± 69.6
118.0 ± 107.0

1.0
0.9
1.2
1.1

±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±

0.7
0.7
0.9
0.7

0.9 ± 0.9
0.9 ± 0.9
0.9± 0.7
0.9 ± 0.9

Table 2.
Seminal parameters subdivided into classes in the TOTAL groups and in the subgroups.
In the Control subgroups, the classes have been grouped in order to perform statistical analysis (Chi-square test).
TOTAL
1992 (n = 701)
vs 2010 (n = 626)
p < 0,0001

Sperm
number
(x106/ml)

Progressive
motility
(%)

Azoospermia
<5
≥ 5 < 15
≥ 15 < 20
≥ 20

Immotility
<5
≥ 5 < 32
≥ 32 < 50
≥ 50

Subfertile
1992 (n = 440-62.8%)
vs 2010 (n = 303-8.4%)
p < 0.0001

Pathology
1992 (n = 209-29.8%)
vs 2010 (n = 252-0.3%)
p = 0.767

Control
1992 (n = 52-7.4%)
vs 2010 (n = 71-11.3%)
p = 0.054

39 (8.9%)
10 (3.3%)
63 (14.3%)
24 (7.9%)
66 (15.0%)
24 (7.9%)
43 (9.8%)
15 ( 5.0%)
229 (52.0%) 230 (75.9%)

4 (1.9%)
6 (2.4%)
11 (5.2%)
10 (4.0%)
10 (4.7%)
14 (5.6%)
14 (6.7%)
11 (4.3%)
170 (81.5%) 211 (83.7%)

7 (13.4%)

45 (86.6%) 68 (95.8%)

1992 (n = 657)
vs 2010 (n = 609)
p < 0.0001

1992 (n = 401-61.0%)
vs 2010 (n = 293-8.1%)
p < 0.0001

1992 (n = 205-31.2%)
vs 2010 (n = 246-0.4%)
p = 0.186

1992 (n = 51-7.8%)
vs 2010 (n = 70-11.5%)
p = 0.595

53 (8.1%)
23 (3.7%)
6 (0.9%)
31 (5.1%)
370 (56.3%) 266 (43.7%)
161 (24.5%) 205 (33.7%)
67 (10.2%) 84 (13.8%)

47 (11.7%)
13 (4.4%)
4 (1.0%)
19 (6.5%)
252 (62.8%) 139 (47.4%)
72 (18.0%) 91 (31.1%)
26 (6.5%)
31 (10.6%)

6
2
91
71
35

9 (3.6%)
10 (4.1%)
91 (37.0%)
94 (38.2%)
42 (17.1%)

44 (87.8%) 59 (84.3%)

1992 (n = 205- 31.2%)
vs 2010 (n = 246-40.4%)
p < 0.0001

1992 (n = 51 - 7.8%)
vs 1992 (n = 70 - 1.5%)
p = 0.001

138 (67.3%) 29 (11.8%)
57 (27.7%) 173 (70.3%)
5 (2.5%)
35 (14.2%)
5 (2.5%)
9 (3.7%)

51 (100%)

57 (81.4%)

0

13 (18.6%)

44 (6.3%)
17
75 (10.7%) 35
78 (11.1%) 39
60 (8.6%)
26
444 (63.3%) 509

(2.7%)
(5.6%)
(6.2%)
(4.2%)
(81.3%)

1992 (n = 657)
vs 2010 (n = 609)
p < 0.0001
Atypical
forms
(%)

< 50
≥ 50 < 70
≥ 70 < 96
≥ 96

343
237
42
35

(52.2%) 60 (9.9%)
(36.1%) 421 (69.1%)
(6.4%) 102 (16.7%)
(5.3%)
26 (4.3%)

1992 (n = 401-61.0%)
vs 2010 (n = 293-8.1%)
p < 0.001
167
167
37
30

(41.6%) 26 (8.9%)
(41.6%) 196 (66.9%)
(9.3%)
55 (18.7%)
(7.5%)
16 (5.5%)

(2.9%)
(1.0%)
(44.4%)
(34.8%)
(16.9%)

7 (12.2%)

3 (4.2%)

11 (15.7%)
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For this reason, these substances were called, “hormonedisrupting chemicals”.
In the literature, there was a flood of studies, although
not all in agreement, regarding the toxic effects of certain
environmental chemical pollutants and physical factors
on seminal parameters (4-8). However, in many of these
works, the effects of each single factor were related to
selected populations or occupational hazards (9-18).
Furthermore, a number of reports on the presumed variations in seminal parameters over time caused by environmental factors were in disagreement (19-25).
Therefore, the purpose of this work was to conduct a
comparative study of the semen parameters of two large,
homogeneous male populations in order to evaluate any
possible decline in male fertility due, at least in part, to
environmental factors. The first population had a standard semen analysis in 1992 and the second in 2010,
thus allowing an interval of almost two decades to show
the effects of any decline.

MATERIALS

AND METHODS

Total subjects
The clinical study was conducted according to the
Hospital’s Ethics Committee Guidelines.
We carried out a comparative evaluation of seminal
parameters on:
– n. 701 subjects (TOTAL group 1992) who had a standard semen analysis from January to December 1992;
– n. 626 subjects (TOTAL group 2010) who had a standard semen analysis from January to December 2010.
All the semen samples were collected by masturbation
after 3-5 days of sexual abstinence.
After liquefaction, semen analysis in 1992 was carried
out according to WHO guidelines 1987 (26) whereas in
2010 analysis was conducted according to WHO guidelines 1999 (27); in fact, we began to use the new WHO
guidelines 2010 (28) last September.
We chose 1992 as our starting point because, in that
year, our research group developed and started to use the
Superimposed Image Analysis System (SIAS); this is a
special software for computerized automatic/semiautomatic sperm motility assessment for objective semen
analysis standardization (published in 1995) (29-30).
Each TOTAL group was subdivided into three subgroups
based on the reason for referral for semen analysis:
- Subfertile: male partners of subfertile couples;
- Pathology: subjects affected by andrological pathologies such as varicocele, genital tract inflammation,
previous trauma and funicular torsion, etc.;
- Control: subjects without clear symptoms and/or
andrological pathologies, who requested a check up
to evaluate their fertilizing capacity.
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homogeneity of Variance. The Student t-test for independent samples was performed to compare the means
of the two distibutions. The Pearson’s chisquare test was
performed to evaluate the association between qualitative variables and between seminal parameters subdivided into classes. P < 0.05 was considered significant.
All the statistical evaluations were performed using the
SPSS program for Windows (release 13, 2004).

RESULTS
1. Microscopic seminal parameters
The mean values ± SD and the statistical analysis of the
TOTAL groups and the subgroups regarding all seminal
parameters and ages are reported in Table 1. Figure 1
shows the mean values ± SD of sperm number, motility
and morphology of the TOTAL groups in greater detail.
Table 2 shows the results of the 3 subgroups according
to the severity of the semen parameter alterations.
1.1 Sperm number
The means of sperm number and sperm number/ejaculate were significantly higher in the TOTAL group and in
the subgroups 2010 compared with 1992 (p < 0.001)
(Table 1; Figure 1). The prevalence of azoospermic and
severe oligozoospermic subjects was clearly lower in
TOTAL group 2010, as well as in Subfertile (Table 2).
1.2 Motility
The mean values of progressive motility were significantly higher in TOTAL group 2010 than TOTAL group
1992 (p < 0.001), as well as in Subfertile (Table 1; Figure
1). No significant differences were observed in Control
(Table 1).
The prevalence of subjects with immotility was clearly
lower in TOTAL group 2010 and in Subfertile (Table 2).
1.3 Morphology
The percentage of atypical sperm forms in the 1992 samples was significantly lower than in 2010 (p < 0.001)
(Table 1; Figure 1). Regarding this semen parameter, the
comparative data was less defined, owing to differences
in the evaluation criteria of “normal” spermatozoa
between WHO guidelines 1992 and 1999.
The prevalence of subjects in the subgroups considered
as having atypical forms ≥96% is comparable in the 2
TOTAL groups 1992 and 2010 (Table 2).
2. Ejaculate volume
No significant differences were observed in the two
TOTAL groups studied, or in Control or Subfertile subgroups (Table 1).

In all cases, where the subjects had more than one semen
analysis during the study period, we considered only the
first.

3. WBC
No significant differences were observed in the two
TOTAL groups studied or in Subfertile (Table 1).
The mean values of WBC were significantly lower in
Pathology and Control subgroups 2010 (p < 0.05) compared with 1992 (Table 1).

Statistical analysis
Results are expressed as percentages, mean values and
standard deviations. Levene's test was used to assess the

4. Age
The mean age of subjects that had a semen analysis in
2010 was significantly higher compared with that of
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Semen quality in 1992 vs 2010

Figure 1.

Figure 2.
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1992 (p < 0.001). In particular, the mean age gap was
more evident in Subfertile subjects (38.0 ± 7.0 years in
2010 vs 34.5 ± 5.6 years in 1992) (Table 1).
Furthermore, Figure 2 shows the percentage of the subjects
in TOTAL groups and in the 3 subgroups according to age.

DISCUSSION

The increase in the prevalence of couple subfertility has
been attributed, at least in part, to the decline in male
fertilizing ability. This presumed decline is thought to be
due not only to an increase in classic andrological diseases and unhealthy lifestyle, but also to the negative
impact of chemicals in the environment, such as pesticides, food additives, and phthalates. Physical factors are
also thought to have a negative effect; examples are high
temperatures and radiofrequency electromagnetic waves
from cellular phones.
Therefore, this study focused on two large male populations that underwent semen analysis more than a decade
apart and it served to highlight certain surprising details.
Regarding the real or presumed reduction in ejaculate
volume, always considered by man as “vulnus” of his own
virility, the study found that there were no significant differences between the two male populations.
Concerning the other seminal parameters, the mean values of sperm number (number/ml as well as number/
ejaculate, which better reflects sperm production) and
progressive motility were significantly higher in TOTAL
group 2010 than TOTAL group 1992. In contrast, atypical sperm form percentages in TOTAL group 1992
semen samples were significantly lower than TOTAL
group 2010. However, for this seminal parameter, the
effective comparison of the data was complicated by
changes made in the criteria used to define “normal” in
the WHO guidelines 1999 compared with WHO guidelines 1987.
Furthermore, the presumed increase in WBC in the ejaculate, which is an expression of genital tract inflammation and/or infections, was not found in our study. Our
data are partially in agreement with what has been
observed by other authors (22-25); however, they do not
show a correlation between environmental factors and a
decline in seminal parameters. It may be that the bloodtesticular barrier is able to defend the testicles.
Our results are strongly in disagreement with Lackner et
al. (21) regarding the apocalyptic scenario used to
describe subfertile subjects in 2003. The mean sperm
concentration reported there was 4 mill/ml (excluding
azoospermic subjects) compared with subfertile subjects
in 1986, where the mean sperm concentration found was
27.5 mill/ml (excluding azoospermic subjects).
The undoubted increase in the prevalence of subfertile
couples and the consequent reduction in birth rates
could be the result of other factors, such as life-style,
stress-related erectile dysfunction, the more advanced
age of modern couples planning to have children, since
“socio-economic” reasons have tended to delay procreation. In fact, this study highlights a significant age gap
between Subfertile subjects 2010 and Subfertile subjects
1992; naturally, this difference is likely to be more relevant in female infertility.
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In conclusion, even though this study has shown no
deterioration in seminal profiles due to environmental
factors, it is essential that society does not to lower its
guard, since such environmental factors can, nonetheless, provoke toxic effects that can damage other organs
and pose a risk to human health.
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Does Ki-67 staining improve quantitative histology
in preoperative prostate cancer staging?
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1 Urology

Summary

and 2 Pathology Unit Cannizzaro Hospital, Catania, Italy.

To evaluate accuracy of Ki-67 expression on biopsy specimens in comparison with
quantitative histology findings for preoperative prostate cancer (PCa) staging. From
January 2008 to January 2010, 126 patients (median age 63 years) underwent radical
retropubic prostatectomy; median PSA was 9.1 ng/mL; 98 and 28 patients had a clinical stage T1c and T2, respectively. The following variables of quantitative histology
were evaluated as predictive of non organ-confined (OC) PCa: Gleason score > 6, TPC > 20%,
GPC > 50%, cancer-positive cores > 2, presence of cancer-positive cores in both lateral margins
and bilateral PCa. Value of Ki-67% staining in all cancerous cores was calculated. Sixty (47.7%)
patients had a non OC-PCa with positive nodes in 12 (20%) cases. The mean Ki-67 score was
4.4%: 3.7% in OC-PCa and 5.6% in non-OC-PCa, respectively. Predictive positive value (PPV)
of quantitative histology, Ki-67 (cut-off > 5%) and both parameters to predict a non-OC-PCa vs
an OC-PCa was equal to 90%, 40% and 93.4%, vs 36.6%, 78.8% and 78.8%, respectively.
Ki-67 staining on biopsy specimens does not improve quantitative histology in predicting nonOC-PCa; moreover, the low expression of Ki-67, even in presence of advanced disease, decreases its prognostic value in predicting an OC-PCa.
KEY WORDS: Prostate cancer; Extended prostate biopsy; Ki-67; Quantitative histology; Prostate cancer
staging.
Submitted 7 February 2011; Accepted 30 September 2011

INTRODUCTION

Prediction of pathological stage (pT) in men with low
risk prostate cancer (PCa) is still a rough estimate.
Partin’s table and nomograms can preoperatively predict
for the risk of non-organ-confined (non-OC) PCa; however fluctuating PSA levels and biopsy Gleason score
(GS) often underestimates the final pT and tumour grading. Recently, the results of the European Randomized
Study of Screening for Prostate Cancer (1) have shown an
estimated risk of overdiagnosis/overtreatment of an
insignificant PCa (tumour volume < 0.5 ml or GS ≤ 6)
(2) equal to 50% in the screened arm. As a consequence,
a certain number of patients will undergo unnecessary
treatments with an high incidence of adverse side effects;
alternatively, these men could be enrolled in Active
Surveillance (AS) programs, deferring curative treatment
at disease progression (rapid PSA rise, increase of GS or
extent of tissue involvement at repeat biopsy).
To improve the diagnostic accuracy of preoperative PCa
staging, multiple biopsy variables, all included in the
sentence “quantitative histologic features”, have been found
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to be predictive of non-OC PCa (3). Up to now, no imaging modality is able to detect the actual clinical stage of
PCa; moreover, quantitative histology doesn’t predict pT
in patients with only one positive core or microfocal cancer. These data suggest the necessity to look for biomarkers that can improve the accuracy of quantitative
histology for predicting stage and progression in patients
with PCa. The Ki-67 protein demonstrated by immunohistochemistry has been used to assess the cancer proliferation rate and numerous studies have shown its usefulness as a prognostic marker of PCa (4, 5).
Our aim was to evaluate the accuracy of Ki-67 on biopsy specimen in comparison with quantitative histology
for preoperative PCa staging.

MATERIAL

AND METHODS

From January 2008 to January 2010 126 patients (median age: 63 years) with PCa underwent radical retropubic
prostatectomy (RRP) and standard pelvic limphadenec-

Ki-67 in prostate cancer staging

Figure 1.
Ki-67 staining (brown)
in a positive core for prostate cancer.

or external positive controls were used. Tumor proliferative fraction was assessed by Ki-67 immunostaining
(Figure 1) and a percentage was derived using the number of Ki-67 positive cells as the numerator and the total
number of malignant cell as the denominator. For each
patient, the maximum value of Ki-67 % staining in all
cancerous cores was calculated and used for analysis by
one single pathologist (FF).
For statistical analysis the t Student’s - test was used; a p
value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

tomy (external-iliac and obturator nodes); the patients
were enrolled in a multicenter case-finding protocol for
PCa detection (6) and the indications to perform
prostate biopsy were: abnormal digital rectal examination (DRE), PSA > 10 ng/ml, PSA < 2.5 ng/mL with percent free PSA (%-fPSA) ≤ 15%, PSA 2.6-4 ng/mL with
(%-fPSA) ≤ 20% and PSA 4.1-10 ng/mL with (%-fPSA)
≤ 25%. Median PSA was 9.1 ng/mL (range: 3-36 ng/mL):
34 patients (27%) had a PSA value > 10 ng/mL, 4 (3%)
and 88 (70%) included between 2.6-4 and 4.1-10
ng/mL, respectively; 98 (77.8%) and 28 (22.2%)
patients had a clinical stage T1c and T2, respectively.
Prostate biopsy was accomplished using a transperineal
approach with Tru-Cut 18-gauge needle (Bard,
Covington, GA) through GE Logiq 500 PRO ecograph
(General Electric, Milwaukee, WI) supplied with a biplanar transrectal probe (5-6.5 MHz) under sedation and
antibiotic prophylaxis. The extended protocol (7)
included a median of 19 cores (range: 18-23) beginning
parasagittally to reach the outer edges of the gland (lateral margins).
The following variables of quantitative histology were
evaluated as predictive of OC vs non-OC PCa: GS (≤ 6 vs
> 6); total percentage of cancer (TPC) ≤ 20% vs > 20%);
greatest percentage of cancer (GPC) ≤ 50% vs > 50%);
number of cancer-positive cores (≤ 2 or > 2); cancer-positive cores in both lateral margins (yes or no) and location of PCa (unilateral vs bilateral) (3).
For immunohistochemical study formalin-fixed and
paraffin-embedded tissue samples obtained at biopsy
were investigated. The prostate biopsy specimens were
immunostained for Ki-67 (DAKO MIBI, Carpinteria, CA,
USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The
specificity of all immunoreactions was double-checked
by substituting the primary antibody with a non-related
isotypic mouse immunoglobulin at a comparable dilution, and with normal serum alone. Appropriate internal

On examining the prostatectomy specimen, 66 (52.3%)
out of 126 patients had an OC-PCa (14 pT2a; 4 pT2b;
48 pT2c); the remaining 60 men (47.7%) had a non-OCPCa (36 pT3a; 24 pT3b); in 12 non-OC PCa (20%)
lymph-node examination was positive for metastases.
Preoperative clinical parameters, quantitative histology
findings and pTN in all patients submitted to RRP are
listed in Table 1.
The mean Ki-67 score was 4.4% (3.7% in OC and 5.6%
in non-OC-PCa); characteristics of the cohort are given
in Table 2. Median Ki-67 values in patients with GS
equal to 6, 7 and > 7 were equal to 3.6%, 6.1% and
6.5%, respectively.
The prognostic value of Ki-67 using a cut-off of 5% to
predict OC-PCa (≤ 5%) vs non-OC-PCa (Ki-67 > 5%)
was evaluated. Positive predictive value (PPV) of quantitative histology, Ki-67 and both parameters to predict a
non-OC-PCa vs an OC-PCa was equal to 90%, 40% and
93.4% vs 36.6%, 78.8% and 78.8%, respectively.

DISCUSSION

There is sufficient evidence that no single preoperative
parameter can predict the risk of non-OC-PCa; in
attempt to enhance the accuracy of pT prediction and to
select the appropriate therapeutic strategy, many
authors have developed nomograms or algorithms that
include various biopsy findings, such as total percentage
of cancer in the biopsy (TPC) (8), Gleason score (GS)
and greatest percentage of any single biopsy involved by
prostate carcinoma (GPC) (9), TPC and bilateral positive cores (10), GPC and number of positive cores (11),
TPC, GPC and length of cancer in a single core (12).
Using a 12-core biopsy protocol we observed a PPV and
NPV (negative predictive value) of quantitative histology to predict a non-OC-PCa equal to 89.9 and 75%
(3); moreover, in patients submitted to saturation
prostate biopsy we found a good accuracy in predicting
a non-OC-PCa only when all pathological variables
were considered (13).
Quantitative histology accuracy lacks in predicting OCPCa when a microfocal cancer is detected in the biopsy
samples. In these men, the estimated risk to find a significant PCa (Gleason score > 6 and tumour volume >
0.5 ml) at radical prostatectomy (RP) is equal to 80%
(14). It follows that new biomarkers must be investigated as independent prognostic predictors for staging and
progression of PCa.
The Ki-67 protein is one of the several cell-cycle-regulatArchivio Italiano di Urologia e Andrologia 2012; 84, 1
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Table 1.

Khatami et al. (21) showed that in
men with screen-detected PCa Ki-67
was a prognostic marker of PSA
relapse after RP; Gunia et al. (22)
advocated to routinely evaluate Ki-67
Characteristics of patients
*OC-PCa 66 pts
vs
Non-OC-PCa 60 pts
staining index as prognostic factor
Median PSA ng/mL (range)
8.2 (3.2-16)
12.5 (3.5-36)
and Jhavar et al. (23) reported that Ki67 in multivariate analysis was an
cT1c
60 (91%)
38 (64%)
independent determinant of progresMedian TPC**
7.5% (0.05-38)
31% (0.2-90)
sion to RP in patients enrolled in AS
GPC°
43% (5-100)
85% (8-100)
program; recently, Celhay et al. (24)
showed that hormone refractory PCa
No of positive cores
5 (1-16)
10 (1-23)
was characterized by increased
Positive cores
expression of Ki-67. In our experiin both lateral portions
2 (3%)
38 (64%)
ence, Ki-67 distribution was significantly lower (< 1%) in patients with
Bilateral PCa
26 (39.4%)
46 (76.6%)
OC-PCa (p = 0.01) whereas an higher
Median GS °°(range)
6.1 (6-8)
6.7 (6-9)
expression (> 10%) was recorded in
non-OC-PCa (p = 0.001); a cut-off >
Positive nodes
12 (20%)
5% significantly correlated for non*OC-PCa: Organ-Confined-prostate cancer; **TPC: Total Percentage of Cancer;
OC-PCa (p = 0.003).
°GPC: Greatest Percentage of Cancer; °° GS: Gleason score
Nevertheless, PPV of quantitative histology findings in predicting non-OCPCa was higher than Ki-67 (90% vs
Table 2.
40%) and did not significantly
increased when both were considered
Ki-67 staining distribution on the biopsy specimens in patients
(93.4%); on the contrary, PPV of Ki-67
with OC-PCa vs non-OC-PCa.
to predict an OC-PCa was higher than
quantitative histology (78.8% vs
% Ki67
*OC-PCa (66 pts)
vs
Non-OC-PCa (60 pts)
P value
36.6%), but this result could be biased
≤1
20 (30.3%)
8 (13.3%)
0.01
by the low mitotic index proliferation
of PCa that, even in presence of an
2-5
32 (48.5%)
28 (46.7%)
0.7
aggressiveness phenotype, does not
6-10
12 (18.2%)
12 (20%)
0.7
show high Ki-67 expression if com> 10
2 (3%)
12 (20%)
0.001
pared to other solid cancers. In our
series 44 (66.7%) vs 40 (66.6%)
≤5
78.8%
59.9%
0.003
patients with OC vs non-OC-PCa had
>5
21.2%
40.1%
0.003
a superimposable distribution of Ki-67
values between 2 and 10 % (p = 0.7).
*OC-PCa: Organ-Confined-prostate cancer
Probably, only Ki-67 staining levels
evaluated on the entire prostate specimen could add more accurate proging proteins and is widely used to assess the cancer pronostic informations as reported by Santinelli et al. (25) who
liferation rate (15). Lemelynova et al. (16) and Mitra et al.
showed, in presence of the same pT (pT2a, Gleason score
(17) demonstrated by immuno-histochemistry that Ki-67
6, PSA < 4 ng/mL) an higher (mean) percentages of Ki-67
was directly correlated with GS and life-threatenning
in men submitted to RP after prostate biopsy than in those
PCa. Cowen et al. (4) showed that Ki-67 with a cut-off >
with incidental PCa diagnosed after cystoprostatectomy.
3.5% was a strong independent predictor of failure after
In conclusion, Ki-67 evaluation on biopsy could be perradiotherapy; Khor et al. (5) reported in 478 patients subformed for the assessment of the degree of PCa aggresmitted to radiotherapy that Ki-67 was related to distant
siveness, but it does not improve quantitative histology
metastases and mortality and Parker et al. (18) showed
accuracy in predicting non-OC-PCa. Moreover, the low
that higher levels of Ki-67 increased the risk of biochemexpression of Ki-67 even in presence of advanced disease
ical recurrence in patients who underwent salvage radiareduces its prognostic value in predicting an OC-PCa or
tion therapy. Recently, the Trans-Atlantic Prostate Group
in staging men with a single or few positive cores and/or
(19) in 808 patients with PCa diagnosed after TURP
a microfocal cancer. Further studies including more bio(55%) or biopsy (45%) reported that Ki-67 (cut-off > 5%)
markers need to better understand PCa biology and to
was a significant independent prognostic factor for causepredict prognosis and clinical failure.
specific survival in men at high or intermediate risk.
Zellweger et al. (20) reported in 279 patients that Ki-67
(cut-off > 10%) was the only independent predictor of
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Development of a rapid food screener
to assess the potential renal acid load of diet
in renal stone formers (LAKE score)
Alberto Trinchieri
Urology Unit, Ospedale A. Manzoni, Lecco, Italy.

Summary

Aim of the study: The potential renal acid load of foods (PRAL) has been proposed as a
causative factor of renal stone formation in patients with calcium stones. Evaluation of
the dietary PRAL seems to be advisable to evaluate the lithogenic potential of the diet of
the individual patient.
Materials and Methods: On the basis of a dietary questionnaire administered to a sample of 75 renal stone formers living in the urban area of Milan (Northern Italy), we selected the
most frequently reported foods for each of 11 categories: grains, meats, cured meats, eggs,
cheeses, legumes, potatoes, vegetables, fruit and juices, milk and dairies and bread. The PRAL
per 100 g of each food was calculated considering its mineral and protein composition, the mean
intestinal absorption rate for each nutrient and the metabolism of sulfur-containing amino
acids.The PRAL/100 g of each main food category was then calculated considering the frequency of the most represented (up to six) foods in the respective food group and the PRAL/100 g of
each food. Subsequently the PRAL/100 g value for each main food category was adjusted for the
standard serving size. Finally, according to the value of the adjusted PRAL value a score was
assigned to each group of foods and named as LAKE (Load of Acid to Kidney Evaluation) score.
Results: The scores computed for grains, meats, cured meats, eggs, cheeses, legumes,potatoes,
vegetables, fruit & juices, milk & dairies and bread were +2, +10, +6, +4, +10, -2, -10, -10, -10,
+1 and +1, respectively. Two report forms were designed to allow a rapid collection of data about
the intake of each food group.Time requested for filling the forms and to compute scores ranges
from 2 to 4 minutes (report forms can be requested to a.trinchieri@ospedale.lecco.it).
Conclusion: LAKE score can be an useful and simple tool in order to evaluate the dietary PRAL
and to suggest modifications to achieve its reduction for the prevention of calcium nephrolithiasis and other diseases.
KEY WORDS: Urinary calculi; Diet; Acid load; Protein.
Submitted 30 April 2011; Accepted 30 September 2011

INTRODUCTION

Diet has been proposed as a causative factor of renal
stone formation in patients with calcium stones. Over 20
years ago we demonstrated that significant increases in
the consumption of protein and purine were the nutritional factors that distinguished renal stone formers from
controls (1). In particular the daily urinary excretion of
calcium was correlated to dietary protein intake. On the
contrary, it was not observed a different dietary intake of
calcium in patients compared to a control population
matched by age and sex. It was subsequently pointed out
the possible role of the potential renal acid load (PRAL)
of foods in the pathogenesis of calcium nephrolithia-
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sis (2, 3). In fact the urinary calcium excretion of renal
stone formers seems to be dependent on dietary PRAL
rather than dietary calcium intake. Regression analysis
demonstrated that urinary calcium excretion is dependent on daily protein intake and dietary PRAL (2). Finally
urinary citrate excretion of renal stone formers was highly dependent from dietary acid load. For this reason evaluation of the dietary PRAL seems to be advisable to evaluate the lithogenic potential of the diet of the individual
patient. The aim of this study was to develop a rapid
food screener to assess the PRAL of diet in renal stone
formers.

Development of a rapid food screener to assess the potential renal acid load of diet in renal stone formers (lake score)

Table 1.
Most frequently reported foods in an Italian population, frequency of each food in the respective food group
and PRAL/100 g of each food together with food group PRAL/100 g, standard size of serving and final LAKE score.
Citation
%

PRAL/100 g

Food group
PRAL/100 g

Standard serving
adjustment

Spaghetti, maccheroni, etc
Pizza, calzone, focaccia, piadina, etc
Risotto, boiled rice, rice salad
Lasagne, cannelloni, pasta al forno, etc
Ravioli, tortellini, agnolotti, etc
Gnocchi

37%
23%
18%
10%
7%
5%

- 0.16
+ 4.3
+ 0.7
+ 3.3
+ 4.1
+2.0

+ 1.75

x 0.8 (80 gr)

+ 2 (+ 1.4)
344 kcal

Bistecca
Arrosto
Pollo o tacchino arrosto
Tonno, orata, etc
Cotoletta
Cotoletta, costine, etc

24%
21%
21%
15%
11%
8%

+9.8
+6.1
+9.7
+13.0
+11.0
+11.0

+ 9.7

x 1.0 (100 gr)

+ 10 (+ 9.7)
166 kcal

Prosciutto, coppa, mortadella, etc
Salame
Bresaola
Salsiccia
Pancetta

50%
25%
13%
8%
4%

+ 15.3
+ 10.7
+ 9.0
+ 9.01
+ 7.23

+ 12.5

x 0.5 (50 gr)

+ 6 (+ 6.2)
112 kcal

33%
66%

+ 10.0
+ 7.0

+ 7.92

x 0.5 (50 gr)

Frittata

+ 4 (+ 3.9)
92 kcal

Parmigiano
Mozzarella
Crescenza
Emmenthal
Scamorza
Fontina

27%
27%
23%
11%
6%
6%

+ 23.4
+ 16.7
+ 8.5
+ 21.6
+ 13.4
+ 19.3

+ 17.1

x 0.5 (50 gr)

+ 10 (+ 8.5)
161 kcal

50%
50%

0.0
- 4.0

- 2.0

x 1.0 (100 gr)

- 2 (- 2.0)
137 kcal

20%
40%
40%

- 9.0
- 9.0
-15.6

- 11.6

x 1.0 (100 gr)

- 10 (-11.6)
101 kcal

33%
19%
17%
13%
10%
8%

-

3.0
7.9
9.0
7.1
4.0
4.0

- 4.95

x 2.0 (200 gr)

- 10 (- 9.9)
190 kcal

20%
20%
18%
16%
14%
12%

-

2.2
3.8
3.8
4.5
6.5
6.2

- 4.25

x 2.0 (200 gr)

- 10 (- 8.5)
86 kcal

60%
20%
20%

+ 0.14
+ 0.34
+ 3.95

+ 0.94

x 1.25 (125 gr)

+ 1 (+1.2)
117 kcal

100%

+ 2.31

+ 2.31

x 0.5 (50 gr)

+ 1 (+1.5)

Foods
Grains
Pastas
Pizzas
Rice
Baked pasta
Stuffed pasta (meat or vegetarian)
Dumplings
Meats
Steak (beef and veal)
Roast beef
Roast chicken or turkey
Fish (tuna, sea bass, etc)
Breaded and fried veal chop
Pork chop
Cured meats
Ham
Salami
Dried salted beef
Pork sausage
Bacon
Eggs
Baked eggs
Omelette
Cheeses
Parmesan
Mozzarella
Crescenza
Emmenthal
Scamorza
Fontina
Legumes
Peas
Beans
Potatos
Baked potatos
Potato salad
Fried potatos
Vegetables
Green salad
Vegetable soup
Boiled vegetables
Mixed salad
Tomato salad
French bean
Fruits
Apple/Pear
Orange
Mandarin
Peach
Banana
Apricot
Milk and dairies
Milk
Yogurt
Ice cream
Bread
Bread

Minestrone

LAKE score
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MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

On the basis of a dietary questionnaire administered to a
sample of 75 renal stone formers living in the urban area
of Milan (Northern Italy), we selected the most frequently reported foods for each of 11 categories: grains, meats,
cured meats, eggs, cheeses, legumes, potatoes, vegetables, fruit and juices, milk and dairies, bread. Grains
include cereals, rice and pasta (bread is scored separately); meats included beef and veal meats, poultry and fish
The PRAL of each food was calculated considering its mineral and protein composition, the mean intestinal absorption rate for each nutrient and the metabolism of sulfurcontaining amino acids (Terapia Alimentare Windows
Release 5.00.00; Dietosystem, Edra, Milan) (4). The PRAL
of each main food category was then calculated on the
basis of the following formula: (food a PRAL x food a frequency) + (food b PRAL x food b frequency)....... + (food
n PRAL x food n frequency). The PRAL value for each main
food category was adjusted for the standard serving size
that was estimated on the basis of data from the Italian
National Institute of Nutrition and Italian National
Institute for Statistica (ISTAT). Finally, according to the
value of the adjusted PRAL value a score was assigned to
each group of foods (Load of Acid to Kidney Evaluation LAKE).

food-derived acid score (grains + meats + cured meats +
eggs + cheeses + legumes + milk & daries + bread), foodderived alkali score (potatoes + vegetables + fruits) and
total LAKE score (sum of food-derived acid – foodderived alkali score). Time requested for filling the forms
and to compute scores ranges from 2 to 4 minutes.

DISCUSSION

The LAKE (Load of Acid to Kidney Evaluation) score is
designed to assess the potential renal acid load of diet.
The scoring is very fast and can be obtained by the
patient himself or by the clinician during the visit. It is
relevant to observe that foods with the higher energy
content involve a positive (acid) score, whereas foods
that involve a negative (alkaline) score have more often a
lower caloric content. For this reason in the evaluation of
the results the positive score and the negative score
should be separately evaluated. Scores can be useful in
order to suggest modifications to achieve a reduction of
the dietary acid load but also the caloric intake. In particular the number of foods with positive score should be
kept lower than 10 in any case.
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The most frequently reported foods (up to six) for each
main food category, their frequency and their PRAL values
for 100 gr were reported in Table I togheter with the calculated PRAL value for each main food category before and
after adjustment for the standard serving size. Finally the
score assigned to each main food category was reported.
Two report forms were designed to allow a rapid collection of data about the intake of each food group. The first
form was designed to collect data on the basis of a daily
dietary recall, the second on the basis of a food frequency evaluation. Three different scores can be computed:
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CASE REPORT

An innovative combined antero-retrograde
approach for the resolution of the complete iatrogenic
obliteration of ureteral ostium: A case report
Stefano Masciovecchio, Giuseppe Paradiso Galatioto, Pietro Saldutto,
Alessandro Del Rosso, Ezio Domenico Di Pierro, Elona Toska,
Vikiela Galica, Carlo Vicentini
Mazzini Hospital, Department of Urology, Italy Square, Teramo, Italy.

Summary

In selected cases of endoscopic surgery of bladder cancer, in order to reach an oncologic radicality, the resection of the ureteral ostium affected by the disease is requested. Although infrequent, a possible complication of this manoeuvre is represented by
the complete obliteration of theresected ostium. Literature suggests that the traditional “open” surgery and the latest “laparoscopic” surgery are effective in the resolution
of this complication, in contrast with the techniques of endourological and uro-interventional
radiology which, although minimally invasive, do not appear to be completely appropriate in
the treatment of this condition. We believe that an innovative, minimally invasive anterograde
trans-nephrostomic and retrograde endoscopic combined approach can be decisive in restoring
complete patency of the neo-ostium.
KEY WORDS: Ostial obliteration; Ureteral ostium; Anterograde approach; Retrograde approach;
Ureteral stenosis.
Submitted 11 July 2011; Accepted 30 September 2011

INTRODUCTION

In endoscopic surgery of bladder cancer, the resection of
the ureteral ostium affected by the disease can be necessary. Complete ostial obliteration after endoscopic resection of the same can be possible but is not frequent,
especially if the blend cut is used (1). We consider an
anterograde trans-nephrostomic and retrograde endoscopic combined approach a therapeutic option for the
tratment of complete iatrogenic obliteration of the
ureteral meatus.

CASE

REPORT

A 67 year old patient was observed. A bladder cancer
was incidentally diagnosed by ecography and urethrocystoscopic examination confirmed a 2 cm tumor, isolated, sessile and scarcely papillary, located in the right
ostial side. The patient did not refer to previous urologic surgery treatments; he was affected by essential arterial hypertension which has been cured for years with

Doxazosin (2 mg/per day) and his routine hematochemical and hemocoagulative test resulted on the average.
The kidneys ecography did not present any dilation of
the calico-pyelic cavities on both sides.. Therefore, a
surgical treatment of bladder trans-urethral resection
was planned (TUR-B), by using a bipolar plasma-kinetic resector (Gyrus Medical Inc.) in order to resect the
ureteral ostium and obtain a complete eradication of the
tumor. No complication in the peri-operative or postoperative periods was remarked. The histology examination of the tissue sample revealed a low-grade papillary urothelial carcinoma infiltrating locally the subepithelial connective tissue but leaving the muscles
untouched (2). The case was classified on the basis of
the recurrence risk and progression rate and the patient
underwent endovesical chemotherapy and careful follow-up (3). After six weeks from the surgery treatment,
because of pain in the right lumbar region, the patient
had an ecography examination which showed a ureteroArchivio Italiano di Urologia e Andrologia 2012; 84, 1
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Figure 1.
Ureteral meatus after combined
antero-retrograde approach.

the vesical wall was performed at the level of the area
traced by the intermittent pulsions exerted by the system guide wire-urethral catheter on the terminal portion
of the ureter. When the guide wire has been identified,
it was extracted through the urethra. The catheter
“Bracci” was via trans-nephrostomic removed, and the
urethral stent model double “J” 6 Ch-26 cm (Superglide
DD Ureter Stent Set Wiruthan®; Rüsch, France) was retrogradely placed under fluoroscopic guidance. At the end
of the procedure an ecography of bladder and kidneys
was performed showing a considerable reduction of the
calico-pyelic dilation. Two months later the urethral
stent was removed. After 90 days from the removal of
the stent, the urethrocystoscopic examination revealed
an ureteral ostium in its site, punctiform and normally
ejaculant. The kidneys ecography did not show any
dilation of the calico-pyelic cavities and the urethrocystography did not reveal a vesicureteral reflux.

DISCUSSION

hydro-nephrosis on the right side. Moreover, the contrastographic uro-T.C. examination revealed the absent
passage of iodated urine at the level of the uretero-vesical junction. The urethrocystoscopic examination
showed the complete obliteration of the previously
resected ureteral ostium. An anterograde trans-nephrostomic and retrograde endoscopic combined approach
was planned in order to reach the resolution of the disease. The day before the surgery treatment, a ureteral
catheter (“Bracci” 10 Ch, Chimed, Italy) was anterograde
placed via percutaneous nephrostomy. In details, with
the patient in a prone decubitus position and after local
anaesthesia (5 ml of Mepivacaine 2%), under constant
ecographic monitoring according to the Seldinger technique, a posterior calyx of the lower caliceal group of
the right kidney was punctured using a mandrinate needle 17.5 G (Superglide PCN 2-step Poliuretan; Teleflex
Medical, Italy). After retraction of the mandrine, an
hydrophilic nitinol guide wire “stiff type” (Radifocus®
Guide Wire M; Terumo Corporation, Japan) was introduced down to the terminal ureter under radioscopic
monitoring. After dilation of the trans-nephrostomic
percutaneous channel through a dedicated dilator-introductor (Flexor® Ureteral Access Sheath with AQ®
hydrophilic Coating; Cook urological, Indiana, USA) up to
14 Ch, the ureteral catheter type “Bracci” was inserted
on the guide wire and pushed to the iuxta-vesical ureter.
Then, through an anterograde pyelography the right
placement of the system and the complete obliteration
of the urethral ostium was monitored. Subsequently, the
bipolar plasma-kinetic resector was introduced though
the urethra in order to explore the area of the previous
resection, but it was not possible to identify the right
ureteral meatus even after injection of methylene blue
through the “Bracci” catheter. Therefore a resection of
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Conventionally, in case of short distal ureteral stenosis,
including the complete obliteration of the ureteral meatus, the “gold standard” is represented by an open surgery
approach with ureteral reimplantation, combined, where
necessary, with a technique of vesical suspension to the
psoas muscle (4). In the last decades the laparoscopic
surgery techniques have revealed to be better tolerated
by the patient involving fewer complications than the
conventional ones and assuring functional results equally comparable to those obtained with open surgery (5).
Innovative endourologic and uroradiologic procedures
followed by ureteral stenting (also including an anterograde and retrograde combined approach) introduced
for stenosis treatment, although considered innovative,
less invasive and highly successful especially with the
introduction of new devices and materials, cannot be
considered fully appropriate in the obliteration of the
urethral meatus (6-8). Encouraging, although partial,
results in the resolution of malignant distal ureter
obstruction have been reached with the robot-guided
surgery (9).
We consider a new anterograde trans-nephrostomic
and trans-urethral retrograde endoscopic combined
approach the appropriate procedure for the complete
obliteration of the ureteral meatus after the endoscopic
resection of the same. This technique can be performed
under locoregional anaesthesia and, even if it exposes the
patient to rare complications related to the creation of a
trans-nephrostomic tract (7), allows a decrease in surgical time, a lower surgical stress for the patient and a
shorter stay in hospital. Complete avulsion of the ureter
can be a possible serious complication of the procedure,
but, at the same time, we should remark that this risk
can be considerably reduced thanks to a resection performed under the guide of anterograde pulsions and to
the operator’s experience in endo-surgery. A recurrent
stenosis of the neo-ostium is also possible but rare if the
blend cut is used (1). The eventuality of vesicoureteral
reflux deserves an appropriate evaluation using imaging
techniques even if, frequently, it does not have any real
clinical importance (10).

An innovative combined antero-retrograde approach for the resolution of the complete iatrogenic obliteration of ureteral ostium: A case report

CONCLUSION
The antero-retrograde combined approach can be considered a valuable, minimally invasive surgery option for
the resolution of the complete iatrogenic obliteration of
the ureteral ostium.

reimplantation: prospective evaluation of medium-term results and
current developments. W J Urol 2010; 28:221-226.
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Amelanotic malignant melanoma of the penis.
A case report and literature review
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Summary

Malignant melanoma (MM) of the penis represents an uncommon form of genitourinary malignancies, which account for about 1% of all cases of melanoma. Amelanotic
malignant melanoma (AMM) lacks the pigmented elements, which is the hallmark of
melanoma. This is a challenging diagnosis since confusion might be made with a variety of benign lesions, causing a delay in appropriate medical treatment. Taking into
consideration that prognosis is the same for melanotic and amelanotic melanoma, early diagnosis is crucial. We describe a patient with amelanotic melanoma of the penis, treated with partial penectomy.
KEY WORDS: Amelanotic; Malignant melanoma; Penis.
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INTRODUCTION

Malignant melanoma (MM) of the penis represents an
uncommon form of genitourinary malignancies, which
account for about 1% of all cases of melanoma (1).
Amelanotic malignant melanoma (AMM) lacks the pigmented elements, which is the hallmark of melanoma.
This is a challenging diagnosis since confusion might be
made with a variety of benign lesions, causing a delay in
appropriate medical treatment (2). Taking into consideration that prognosis is the same for melanotic and amelanotic melanoma, early diagnosis is crucial. We describe
a patient with amelanotic melanoma of the penis, treated
with partial penectomy.

PATIENT

DESCRIPTION

A 94 year old man presented with a lesion on his glans
penis. The lesion consisted of erythematous plaque, erosions and hemorrhagic crusts, about 2 cm in diameter
(Figure 1). He did not suffer from urination difficulties or
pain. No inguinal lymph nodes were palpable on physical examination.
Only after the lesion had grown and begun to ulcerate
and necrotize, the patient was seen by an urologist, and
was referred to an operation.
During surgery a frozen section biopsy was performed
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that showed malignant spindle and epithelioid cells. A
partial penectomy was performed. The post operation
course was eventless.
Taking into consideration the patient’s advanced age, it
was agreed upon not to perform lymph node dissection
The final pathology report, showed malignant amelanotFigure 1.

Amelanotic malignant melanoma of the penis. A case report and literature review

ic melanoma, located at the glans and coronal sulcus.
The tumor diameter was 2.2 cm, with evidence of invasion into the corpus spongiosum. The Breslow thickness
was 5.6 millimeter. The penile urethra and the surgical
margins were free of tumor.

DISCUSSION

Penile cancers are uncommon tumors, representing
0.4%-0.6% of all malignant tumors among men in the
United States (3). Most of the tumors are squamous cell
carcinoma. Malignant melanomas (MM) of the penis are
rare, estimated in about 1% of all cases of melanoma.
Melanoma has also been reported in the urethra and
scrotum. Sanchez-Ortiz et al., in the largest report to date
on genitourinary melanoma, reported 16 cases of genitourinary melanoma during a -40 year period, 9 of them
located on the penis (4). The disease most commonly
affects men 50 to 70 years old (5).
Cutaneous melanoma is often recognized by its dark
color, due to the pigmented elements in the lesion, and
is usually searched for in sun exposed areas (6). The origin of melanocytes is the neural crest, widely distributed
in cutaneous and most of the mucosal surfaces. Das et
al., in his review of malignant melanoma in unusual
sites, had identified melanoma also in the vagina, cervix,
urethra, nasal cavity and rectum (7).
In our case, the patient presented with a non-pigmented
ulcerating mass. When a melanotic malignant lesion has
no pigment, or minimal residual pigment, it is called
Amelanotic melanoma (AMM). Like melanoma, AMM
might be found both on sun exposed and non exposed
areas (such as the esophagus, anus and penis). AMM
represents 2% to 8% of all MM (8). Hence, amelanotic
melanoma of the penis is extremely rare. A PubMed
search was performed and has revealed only four previous published reports of AMM of the penis. The 1st
description of Immunohistochemical staining of AMM of
the penis was published in 1991 by Mercadier et al. (9).
The correct diagnosis of AMM is challenging, and it
could be misdiagnosed as other cutaneous diseases (such
as balanitis, lichen planus, contact dermatitis, drug eruption) (5).
The differentiation of AMM from other forms of tumors
and the correct diagnosis should be based upon
Immunohistochemical staining. The common markers
are HMB-45, S-100 protein and vimentin.
The treatment for penile AMM should be the same one
as for MM which is surgical excision (partial/total penile
amputation), with deep and wide tumor free margins (3,
10-13). Genitourinary melanoma is an aggressive disease, with the potential to metastasize to any organ (14).
There is a high risk of tumor metastases to regional
lymph nodes and lymphadenectomy is recommended,
based on the AJCC guidelines (4).
It is important to maintain a high index of suspicion.
Penile lesion that changes in terms of size, shape and
color, should promote early biopsy, since a delay might
result in a higher stage of the disease and poorer outcome.
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CASE REPORT

Disorders of bladder depletion in a young man
because of a prostatic cyst: A case report
Lucio Dell’Atti
Urology Unit, Arcispedale “S. Anna”, Ferrara, Italy.

Summary

Symptomatic prostatic cysts presenting with recurrent urinary tract infections and urinary obstructive disorders in young men may be misdiagnosed as benign prostatic
hyperplasia, urethral stenosis or neuropathic bladder.
We report a case of a 28 year old young man with obstructive and irritative voiding disorders caused by a prostatic cyst, located in the anterior and left lateral lobe of the
prostate gland. The cyst appeared to obstruct the bladder outlet by a “ball-valve” mechanism.
The prostatic cyst was incised and marsupialized by transurethral resection. At post-operative
follow up we observed an increase in Qmax with no residual urine and negative urine culture.
The patient showed no retrograde ejaculation nor erectile dysfunction.
KEY WORDS: Cyst; Prostate; Bladder disorders.
Submitted 6 April 2011; Accepted 30 September 2011

INTRODUCTION

The incidence of prostatic cysts ranges from 0.5% to
7.9%. Most cases are accidentally diagnosed by ultrasound examination but sometimes they have clinical relevance (lower urinary tract symptoms, infertility or
expression of neoplastic disorders). Cysts of the prostate
gland can be classified into 6 categories, including: midline cysts, cysts of the ejaculatory duct, cysts of the
parenchyma, multiple cysts, complicated cysts, cystic
tumors and cysts secondary to parasitic disease (1).
Most asymptomatic prostatic cysts are located on at the
prostatic floor, originating from posterior structures such
as utricle, parenchyma and ejaculatory duct.
There are multiple treatment choices for a symptomatic
prostatic cyst, including transrectal aspiration, sclerotherapy and marsupialization with a transurethral
technique (2, 3).
We report a case of a 28 year old young man with long
lasting (10 months) obstructive and irritative voiding
disorders caused by a prostatic cyst, located in the anterior and left lateral lobe of the prostate gland (precisely
at 3 o’clock of the bladder neck), which acted as an
obstructive valve during micturition.

CASE

REPORT

A 28 years old young man presented for acute urinary
retention complaining long lasting (about 1 year) recur-
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rent urinary tract infections, urinary disorders of the
obstructive type, dysuria and urinary frequency. About a
couple of months before the episode of acute urinary
retention, the patient consulted an urologist who prescribed an urine culture demonstrating an E. coli infection. Uroflowmetry showed a peak flow rate (Qmax) of 8
mL/sec (180 mL voided volume) and a post void residual urine volume of 150 mL. Digital rectal examination
revealed a minimally enlarged prostate without palpable
nodule. The results of routine laboratory examinations
were normal except for microscopic hematuria. The
International Prostate Symptom Score (IPSS) scored 20
and the quality of life (QOL) score 5.
Ultrasonography of the urinary tract was found to be
normal, except for the presence of a ultrasound undefined image in the bladder of the size of about 1 cm
resembling an ureterocele. The patient refused urethrocystoscopic examination proposed by the specialist.
The patient has been previously treated with appropriate
antibiotics (quinolones) and anti-inflammatory with little benefit in symptoms and urinary flow.
A Foley catheter 18 F was placed without difficulty
draining about 500 ml of normochromic urine.
The patient underwnt trans rectal ultrasound of the
prostate gland that showed a prostate gland slightly
increased in size (volume: 25 ml) with homogeneous
echographic structure. A discrete protrusion of the front

Disorders of bladder depletion in a young man because of a prostatic cyst: A case report

Figures 1, 2.
Transrectal ultrasound showing the prostatic cyst located anteriorly.

The urethral catheter was removed on
the third postoperative day. At postoperative three month follow up an
increase in Qmax (16 ml) was observed
with no residual urine and negative
urine culture negative. In addition, the
patient showed no retrograde ejaculation nor erectile dysfunction.

DISCUSSION

edge of bladder neck was observed due to the presence
of a 16 mm cyst with anechoic structure in the anterior
portion of the prostate gland. No evident pathologic
lesions of the peripheral zone which presented a diffusely hypoechoic structure suggesting congestion and oedema (Figures 1, 2).
The patient was then subjected to urethrocystoscopy
under general anesthesia showing in the three o’clock
position a cystic mass of the bladder neck arising from
the anterior portion of the prostate. The cyst appeared to
obstruct the bladder outlet by a “ball-valve” action. The
bladder was moderately trabeculated. Both ureteral orifices were normal and distant from the cyst. No other
abnormalities of bladder were shown. The prostatic cyst
was incised and marsupialized by transurethral resection
(bipolar device). Histopathologic examination showed
the presence of a fibrous cyst wall, lined by columnar
urothelial epithelium.

The prevalence of prostatic cysts detected by transrectal ultrasound is 5% (4).
Most of them are midline cysts and are
located posteriorly.
The first case of a cyst of the prostate
was reported by Morgagni who found it
at autopsy in 1742 (5). Subsequently
other isolated cases were reported. In
1921 Young recalled from the literature
five cases of cysts of the prostate and
added other five cases from the Brady
Urological Clinic, enlighting this pathological entity and its treatment.
Associated symptoms of prostatic cyst
include irritative or obstructive voiding
symptoms. An intraurethral prostatic
cyst with obstructive symptoms is a relatively rare clinical situation. However
this entity should be considered in the
differential diagnosis of patients with
obstructive voiding symptoms, because
many of these symptoms may also be
caused by physical obstruction, due to a
valve mechanism that stops the flow of
urine.
In some cases, prostatic cysts may also
cause extrinsic obstruction of the seminal tract, as made evident by the dilation of the ampullae and seminal vesicles. Trans-rectal ultrasound examination is useful for the diagnosis of various lesions affecting the distal part of
the seminal tract, but cam also be used
as a guide in the surgical treatment. However the ecographic diagnosis of prostatic cysts can be made difficult because they have to be differentiated from the surrounding structures, such as the vas deferens, seminal
vesicles and ejaculatory ducts. Prostatic cysts are easily
identified on MR images by virtue of their high signal on
T2-weighted images and can be characterized because of
their typical locations and the high resolution and multiple imaging planes provided by MR (6).
There are multiple treatment choices for ymptomatic
prostatic cysts, including transrectal aspiration or
sclerotherapy and marsupialization by transurethral
approach (7).
If the symptomatic cyst is of small size, it could be considered a simple aspiration and/or sclerotherapy under
transrectal US guidance, that can improve urinary flow,
reduce symptoms of dysuria and therefore improve quality of life.
Archivio Italiano di Urologia e Andrologia 2012; 84, 1
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Cari amici Soci,
con vera gioia pubblichiamo sulla nostra rivista il primo
annuncio, preliminare, del nostro 7° Congresso che sarà
presieduto da Francesco Catanzaro e che si svolgerà dal
3 al 5 maggio 2012 nella prestigiosa sede della Multimedica
a Sesto S. Giovanni.
Anche se allora il mio ruolo istituzionale sarà cambiato, sono certo
che il Comitato Esecutivo e Scientifico, ne faranno una perla della
collana che abbiamo già preparato.
La Lombardia è una regione dove l’ospedalità privata eccelle e
compete a pari rango col pubblico.
I concetti che sono alla base del nostro lavoro quotidiano potranno
solo essere rafforzati.
A ben rivederci a Milano a Sesto S. Giovanni nel prossimo anno.
Un abbraccio fraterno.
Peppino Sepe

7° CONGRESSO NAZIONALE
UrOP 2012
3-5 Maggio 2012
Sesto S. Giovanni (MI)
PRESIDENTE
Francesco Catanzaro
SEDE DEL CONGRESSO
Multimedica S.r.l.

Il 7° Congresso UrOP si terrà alla Multimedica a Maggio 2012.
Via Milanese 300 - Sesto S. Giovanni (MI)
È la prima volta che approda nel Nord-ovest.
L’obiettivo è fare partecipare i numerosi e qualificati urologi delle
strutture private, convenzionate e non, della nostra area ad una realtà scientifica recente ma dinamica e in crescita nata per intelligente
intuito nel centro sud italiano.
La
Società tende a essere la carta d'identità delle strutture private conPROGRAMMA PRELIMINARE
venzionate aperta a tutte le altre realtà scientifiche senza spirito di
contrasto o prevaricazione.
3 Maggio
Corsi precongressuali
Essendo numerosi e qualificati riteniamo giusto avere una nostra identiIl dolore pelvico cronico
La gestione infermieristica del paziente urologico
tà anche sul piano scientifico.
L'argomento portante sarà la vescica con un programma da definire
3-5 Maggio
7° Congresso Nazionale Urop
con un occhio sulle novità e sulle cose pratiche da fare tutti i giorni.
La vescica: problematiche funzionali
A corollario argomenti come l'incontinenza maschile, il dolore pelvico,
Il tumore uroteliale superficiale
l'endourologia e la chirurgia in diretta serviranno per approfondimenti
Incontro con i pazienti e le loro associazioni
L’urologia nelle strutture private convenzionate
e scambi di opinioni.
Il programma verrà stilato dal Direttivo e divulgato per tempo ai
4 Maggio
Chirurgia in diretta
partecipanti e agli sponsor interessati.
Ore 14.00: Seduta amministrativa

Presidente del Congresso
Francesco Catanzaro
Consiglio Esecutivo UrOP
Giuseppe Sepe (Past President), Roberto Giulianelli (Presidente),
Stefano Pecoraro (Vice Presidente), Domenico Tuzzolo (Segretario),
Manlio Schettini (Tesoriere), Giuseppe Ludovico, Angelo Porreca,
Giuseppe Romano, Gabriele Iacona (Consiglieri)

Urologi
Ospedalità
Gestione
Privata

CHI PUÒ FARNE PARTE

Possono far parte dell'Associazione con la qualifica di Socio
Ordinario gli Specialisti in Urologia e gli specializzandi in Urologia operanti in strutture assistenziali urologiche dell’Ospedalità a gestione Privata; con la qualifica di
Socio Corrispondente gli studiosi italiani o stranieri che abbiano dimostrato un particolare interesse per l'Urologia.

ISCRIZIONE

Iscriversi è semplice, basta scaricare la scheda di adesione presente sul sito www.urop.it, compilarla in tutte le sue parti prendendo visione dell'informativa sulla privacy ed inviarla via fax al
numero 089 771330, allegando la fotocopia di un valido documento di riconoscimento.

QUOTA SOCIALE
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Dà diritto alla ricezione della rivista "Archivio Italiano di Urologia e di
Andrologia", organo ufficiale della Associazione.
Il pagamento della Quota Sociale 2011 potrà essere effettuato, entro
il 31 Marzo 2011, mediante bonifico bancario come segue:
Intestazione conto corrente:
Urop - Banco di Napoli SpA - Ag.5 - Salerno
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